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Employees

1

Basic Functions

Shortcut Button
Starts the creation of a New Employee record with personal details left blank and
certain Default Fields initialised. Default fields include such as Holiday Allowance, Holiday
Start Date, Group membership. Whenever you are displaying details for an employee, you
can save the default fields to be used as a template for New Employees by clicking on the
button.
Starts a New Employee by 'Cloning' or Duplicating the currently viewed Employee. This
is useful when you are setting up new Employees who share similar settings such as group
membership or working patterns.
Starts the Archive Wizard. Moves an Employee from the Focus database to the
Archive and Deletes the Employee from any terminals he is enrolled on.
Saves the current employee's details to the database. You will not be allowed to move
away from the current employee if it is being edited without saving or cancelling the edit.
Cancels editing of the current employee.
Creates a Detailed Report of the current employee.
Employees are arranged in Groups which you can set up to be any classification or
collection that you like. The Group names are defined in System Setup.
When you need to navigate to an employee's details or time sheet, you do so via the
Employee Tree view. For example:
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The number following 'All' is the total amount of employees added to Focus. This is
followed by the various groups that you have setup and the number of employees
allocated to each. By the nature of the Grouping system, each employee can appear in
more than one Group. Therefore the number of employees on the system ('All') will not be
equal to the sum of the employees in all the Groups.
Right Click on the employee in the tree view to navigate to the Employees Details,
Timesheet, or work rules.
The Main Screen
Each tab within the Employees section starts with the same data:

Basic Information
The PIN is the number that certain terminals, for example Hand Scanners, use to identify
the employee, and this must be unique. It is possible to have employees with the same
name, as long as the PIN is unique to each individual.
The Password box is only used if you are using Self Service. It is used to set your employee
an initial password. From here, the employee can change the password to something of
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their choosing. If they then forget their password, you can issue them a new one by
changing the password here and then saving.
Self Service Profile is used to select the profile you wish to associate with this employee's
Self Service presence. Profiles are setup via the System menu.
Click to Add Photo gives you the ability to upload a photo or other image to attach to this
employee. Image files will be saved to the database. The system will automatically reduce
the quality of large images to save on space and improve performance.
For best results, use an image of 140px x 188px, or a larger image with an approximate
aspect ration of 3:4.

Navigation Tabs
Contact
This tab deals with the employee's basic contact information.
Groups
This tab is used to assign employees to one or more groups within the company
Rules
Which rules will apply to this employee, including Work Schedules, Weekly and Daily Rules,
and Rates of Pay.
Absence
This tab allows you to set the users Absence entitlement up.
Dates
This tab stores important dates - the employee's start and leaving date along with their
date of birth.
Clock
The clock tab allows you to manage which clocking terminal the employee is assigned to.
Memos
This tab can be used for creating notes for the employee's personal record.
Locations
This tab can be used to add the Employee to one of more Location.
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User
This tab will only appear if you have created a custom section for the Employee area via
the System Settings menu.

Self Service Rights and Password
The password is only required if you are using Self Service. You can create a starting
password here, and then once the user logs in to their Self Service gateway they will be
prompted to change it to something of their choosing. You can then rest the password at
any time by simply typing a new password into the box and saving the employee record.
The Self Service Rights deal with the permissions for each individual employee.
Clock IN/OUT: Decides whether and employee has Self Service enabled, allowing them to
clock in and out from an online gateway.
View Timesheet: This allows the employee to view their Timesheet only.
View Calendar: This allows the employee to view their own Calendar and also Availability.
The Availability view will show them their own availability and also other staff members
who are available at any given time - the other staff members names are left out however.

Contact Tab

Employee form - Contact Tab
The Contact Tab on the Employee form shows you, and allows you to edit, the Employee
address and contact telephone number details.
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Note that the User Tab(s) on the right hand side of the form at the bottom only appears if
you have defined any User Fields in the System Setup section.
The Contact Tab holds general contact information for an employee. These fields are fixed
by the system. You can use Focus to store more HR based information by adding fields to
User Defined Fields. This method allows you to create whatever fields you wish
(Emergency Contact, driving license details etc) and even store files (Job description, terms
of employment, employee handbook etc).

Groups Tab

Employee form - Groups Tab
Each employee can belong to up to 5 Groups. Groups can be any type of classification to
suit your operation. They could be, for instance, names of Departments, types of Skill, Pay
Type, Work Pattern or any other type of classification. The Group List is then offered as a
filter when you come to process employees, such as producing reports or booking
absences.
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Primary Group
Most Focus Reports offer the option of reporting by the Employee's Primary Group which
would normally be the Department. This gives the ability to generate reports where an
employee appears only once.
Any number of Groups may be defined in the System - Setup Menu

Group Start and End Date
Certain reports, notably the Absence Periods Reports, rely on the historical membership of
Groups to allocate absences to the correct Group. Hence, a Start and End Date can be
assigned for Group Membership. If you intend to use Focus to compare absence statistics
between Groups it is important to note when an Employee joins and leaves Groups.

Rules Tab

6
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Employee form - Rules Tab
Use the Employee Rules tab to tell the system which Time and Attendance Rules to apply
to their clocking times. Each employee has rules which define what times they work on a
daily basis (either a Work Schedule or a Rota) and what rules to apply at the end of each
week (the Weekly Rules). These rules are defined in the Schedules menu.

The Controls have the following uses:

A Work Schedule describes a pattern of working, normally over a week, but can be set for
any number of days repeating a pattern of one or more shifts. Here, we select which Work
Schedule the Employee works to. If the Employee does not work a repeating pattern,
choose 'Uses Rota' from this selector and plan his hours on the Rota Form.
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The Weekly Rule describes how the Employee's Weekly Hours may be adjusted taking into
account Daily and Weekly Overtime. Here we select the Weekly Rule to apply to this
Employee.

Flexitime is not available on Focus Lite. The Flexitime Rule contains set Period lengths and
Carry-Overs. Select which Flexitime Rule applies to this Employee, or choose 'None'.

When Focus calculates the hours worked by an employee based on his clocking times, it
does this by applying the Daily Rule for the day as set by a Work Schedule or Rota. If a Daily
Rule has not been programmed, the Default Daily Rule will be applied. This selector
chooses one of the Daily Rules from the list to act as the Default Daily Rule for this
Employee.

This setting Overrules (for this Employee) the system-wide setting which is on the System |
Clock Utilities | Status tab. This setting allows Focus to determine from an employee's
clocking whether the clocking is an IN or an OUT.

This setting overrules (for this Employee) the system-wide setting on the System | System
Setup | General tab. The 'Maximum Break'

This setting Overrules (for this Employee) the system-wide setting which is on the System |
Clock Utilities | Status tab. This setting allows Focus to assume a Cost Centre that this

8
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Employee is working in.

This defines the Gross Pay per Hour for the Employee. This will not be visible to Users who
don't have rights to view monetary values.

The Rate Factors tell Focus How much to multiply the hours worked to produce Gross
Hours.

The Pay Reference applies to each Pay Rate for an Employee and is used by some Payrolls
(notably Sage) to import the hours worked. Rather than using the Pay Rate column as a
payroll reference for the Hours Worked, Focus will export the Pay Reference.

In Focus Lite the Rules tab is where you will set the Holiday Entitlement for employees.
For Professional and Enterprise users, this is controlled in the Holidays tab.

Holidays Tab

Basic Holiday Entitlement is handled in Lite on the Employee | Rules tab.

Employee form - Holidays Tab
Employees' Holidays within Focus can be handled in two ways:
1.
Fixed: The Employee is allocated a fixed number of days per year, which may be
varied year on year;
2.
Earned: Holidays are accrued (or earned) based on the number of days an employee
has worked within the holiday year.
Chapter 1 Employees
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Each employee has the following parameters which determine how the system handles
their personal holidays.
Holiday Year Starts: Each employee may have an individual date for the start of their
holiday year. But beware that if you use different Holiday Start Dates it will be difficult to
compare holidays left across a group of employees within a single date range. See Holiday
Reports for a fuller explanation.
Holiday in Hours/Days: The system supports holiday booking and tracking in days or hours
on an individual employee basis.

Holidays in Days. Fixed days each year.
Clicking on the
holiday history:
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The grey cells are calculated values. The white cells may be individually edited by double
clicking in them. The editable cells may also be set up as a bulk operation within the
System | System Setup | Holiday Tab
The 'Adjust' column allows the user to add e.g. days for a part year when the employee
starts on an ad hoc basis. This figure can also be made negative. The Max Carry column
limits the number of holidays transferred from the End Balance column of one period to
the Carry Forward column on the next period.
By editing the Start and End dates, the period covered does not necessarily have to be a
full year.
When using the Fixed Holiday method, the Allowance column for each year may be edited
(as well as the Adjust).
Public Holiday can be managed in a similar way to an employee's Private Holiday.
The Earned Holiday method will be used for Temporary or Casual workers where the
amount of holiday given is linked to the number of days the employee has worked for the
Company. The holidays earned are defined as a proportion (usually around a tenth) of the
days (or hours) worked. In this case we need to define what we mean by 'Days Worked' how long constitutes a day, and whether or not absences contribute to worked days.

Holidays in Days. Holidays earned.
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Holiday/Worked Day: This is the 'Accrual Factor', or the number of holidays earned for
each day worked. In the example above the employee earns 1 day holiday for each 8 days
worked.
Max Days: Limits the number of holidays earned to a maximum.
Half and Full Threshold: These parameters define what constitutes a 'half day' worked and
a 'full day worked'. In the example, if an employee works less than 3.5 hours in a day, they
will earn no holiday entitlement. Between 3.5 and 7 hours will allow them 0.5 of 0.125
days holiday, and over 7 hours worked will give them the full 0.125 day holiday
entitlement.
Earned holiday can be set individually to work in Hours as well as Days. When working in
Hours or Earned Holiday, the system uses a simple count of time worked (using the
rounded figures) which is multiplied by the Accrual factor to calculate the hours holiday
entitlement.
If any employees are using Earned Holidays, the Absence Definition form has an extra
parameter - 'Contributes to Holiday Entitlement'

The 'Contributes to Holiday Entitlement' tick box determines whether this type of absence
counts as worked time for the calculation.
Note: Absences booked for the future do not count towards Earned holidays. So if an
employee has a week's Company Service to be taken in 3 months time, he/she will not
benefit from the Earned Holiday entitlement until the Company Service has been taken.
See also Holiday Report.
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Dates Tab

Employee form - Dates Tab
Use the Dates Tab on the Employees form to set up key dates.

The Start Date and Leaving Date are used by the system to qualify clockings to determine if
an employee is absent from work (See Exceptions)

Clock Tab

Employee form - Clock Tab
The Employee Clock Tab controls the interface between the PC database and the clocking
terminal. Different types of terminal will show different collections of information.
Generally, discussions and screenshots describe the HRX range of RFID terminals.
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Employees are provided with their own unique clocking token (various styles of credit card
style badges of key fobs) and this token is registered on the clock as belonging to that
employee. Registering the employee on the clock allows the clock to display the
employees' details when they clock and include them in the Fire Alarm muster report
printed by the terminal. Tokens can be used for visitors or temporary staff by preregistering them as, say, Visitor1 to Visitor10.
PCs may or may not have access to the clock depending on the method you are using to
connect to the clock (TCP/IP, RS-232 or GPRS).

Clock tab with Data to send to the Clock tab selected
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Clock tab with Data held on Clock tab selected

Registering a New Employee on the Clock

Employee form - Clock Tab
For HRX proximity terminals, the Employee data held on the clock is:
Badge Number - the number printed on the employee's clock badge/token
Display Line 1 & 2 - text to be shown when the employee clocks IN or OUT
Fire Muster Group - controls the grouping on the Fire Alarm Printout
Access Group - determines which set of Physical Access Control rules to apply to the
employee.

To create new data for the clock or to modify existing data you must fill in the
new data in the boxes in the 'Data to Send to the Clock' tab and click on the
Save Icon:
This Saves the data in the PC Database. You must then click on
Chapter 1 Employees
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the employee details on the clock. At this point the data in the bottom frame will transfer
to the top frame and the clock will respond with the new number of employees that are
registered.
Note: HRX terminals may operate in a 'Dumb' mode where employees are not registered
on the clock and no names are displayed on the terminal when the employee clocks.

Employees may be registered on more than one clock (terminal). This will depend on the
terminal type and its physical location. e.g. You could have HRX terminals in the local
building as well as a totally different site. Certain employees who move between sites will
be registered on both terminals so that they may appear on the fire report when they are
present at the relevant site. Here the 'Main Gate' and 'Staff Entrance' are the names of
two terminals set up on the System | Connections screen.

When you initially add a New Employee to the PC database both the 'Data Held on the
Clock' and 'Data to Send to the Clock' tabs hold blank data. Enter in the number of the
Badge you want to assign to the New Employee in the Badge Number field in the 'Data to
Send to the Clock' frame. You can do this even if you are not working at a PC that is not
connected to the clock, but you will not be able to complete the registration from this PC.
The Badge Number is the unique 8 digit number printed on the credit card type badge or
the key fob.
The clock has a display with 2 lines each of 16 characters. When an employee clocks IN or
OUT, the clock beeps and the display changes from showing the time and date to showing
the data you enter on this form. 12 characters can be shown on the top line of the display,
16 characters on the bottom line. This would normally be set up for the Employees' Name
and/or Payroll Number. This text is entirely 'free form' - you can get the clock to display
whatever you want.

Changing an Employee's Badge

Employee form - Clock Tab
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If you want to change an Employee's badge or fob number, for example because the old
one has been lost, you use the Clock tab on the Employee form.
It is important that if the Employee has clocked IN or OUT using the old badge and these
clockings have not been downloaded to the PC then the Download is carried out before
the Badge Number is changed. If this download is not carried out, these clockings will be
lost.
To change the Badge Number, enter the new number in the badge Number field in the
'Data to send to the Clock' frame

Click on the Save button to Save the new badge number in the PC Database.
Once the badge number is saved in the database, click the Update button:
Provided that the new badge has not already been allocated to another employee on the
clock, the PC will assign the new badge number and acknowledge by transferring it into the
'Data held on Clock' frame.
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Deleting Employees from the Clock

Employee form - Clock Tab
Your clock normally holds data for a limited number of employees (HRX and Hand Punch
particularly). To check the capacity of your clock, use the System - Clock Utilities - Status
menu. As employees come and go through your employment, it is likely that this limit will
be reached and there may be employees who have been archived from the database but
who are still registered on the clock.
To delete employees from the clock, make sure that the clocks you want to delete them
from are unticked in the 'Assigned to Clock' list. Then, when you click on the Update
button, you will see the following:

Clicking 'Yes' will remove the employee from all unticked clocks but not from the PC
database. The old Badge Number is then free to be re-used by another Employee and reregistered on the clock(s).
You can use the Clock Utilities function to directly interrogate the clock to find out how
many and which employees are registered on the clock.
You may have noticed that there is no 'Delete' button on the Employee Button Bar at the
top of the screen. This is because deletion has severe consequences and cannot be
undone. Employees should first be Archived which stops them from appearing on
employee lists and reports. They can be Unarchived or Deleted once in the Archive. You
must Delete employees from the clock before you can Archive them.

Archiving Employees

Archiving Employees - Clock Tab
See Also: Archive Wizard
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When you wish to Archive an employee, ensure that you delete them from any terminals
they may be assigned to first:

Untick the 'Assigned to Clock' tick boxes
Save to Database.
Click Update and elect to 'Delete from unselected clocks'

Then proceed to Archive the employee.

Memos Tab

Employee form - Memos Tab
Focus lets you create Employee Memos, which are free text notes. You can keep records of
important events such as disciplinary matters, qualifications gained, accidents at work anything you would like to record and have easily accessible. When you click on 'New' to
create a new record, your User Name and the time and date are automatically added. You
can declare the memo as Public (other Users can read it) or Private (for your eyes only).
The Memos Report allows you to print the text using the usual selection and sorting
criteria.
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Employee form - Locations Tab
Focus allows you to assign employees to one or more location.
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User Tab

Employee form - User Tab
Focus will allow you to define any number of fields to be added to the Employee Record.
These are defined in the System Setup | User Fields Tab at which time the User tab
becomes visible on the Employee Form as below. An unlimited number of fields on an
unlimited number of tabs can be defined.

Chapter 1 Employees
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The fields are laid out in the order they were specified on the System Setup form.
Users who are set up with Administrator rights (in User Setup) can right click on the Tab
Name at the bottom of the User Tab to change the name on the tab (in the same way that
worksheets may be named in Excel, for example).

Generating Reports from User Defined Data
Use the Workflows Module to generate Reports and Emails to give warning of upcoming
User Dates.

Bulk Edits

Bulk Edits
Many Employee fields can be updated simultaneously for all Employees in a Group.

22
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Open the Employee treeview and Right-Click the Group you wish to modify.

You will be presented with the Group Actions screen:

Tick this option to select only those employees with this group as their Primary Group.
Choose the filed to change from the drop-down list:

Chapter 1 Employees
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Once the field is chosen, the value can be set.

Archive Wizard

Employee - Delete Button
The Archive Wizard leads the User through Archiving an Employee and removing him/her
from any terminals on which they may be enrolled.
Select the Employee you wish to Archive from the Employee treeview.
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Click
You will see:

Select the Leaving Date you wish to be recorded against the record in the Archive.
Click 'Next' and you will see:

Click 'Remove from All Terminals' and the Employee is removed from all terminals he is
enrolled on:

Chapter 1 Employees
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Click Next.

And finally click Move to Archive. The employee is now Archived. They will disappear from
the Employee selection tree, but you can still see their data or reinstate them by visiting
the Archive menu.

Download

Times menu - Download

26
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Shortcut Button
'Downloading' is the process whereby clocking times are transferred from the clocking
terminals to the PC. As such it can only be performed by a PC with direct connectivity to
the clocks. You should always Download before checking Timesheets that may contain
recent clockings.

It is normal for Focus to be installed with a Service which will automatically Download the
clocks periodically for you, so you will not need to manually Download the terminals.
Clicking on the Download button causes the terminals to send information relating to all
clockings that have been made since the last time they were downloaded. See Advanced
Download for re-collection of clockings that have already been downloaded.
It is normal to download the clockings several times a day, either every day, or every week,
depending upon how you have decided to implement the process of checking and
correcting/authorising clockings for payment. If you use the Watch feature to indicate a
Group of employees' IN/OUT status in real time, the clock is Downloaded at a frequency
determined by the Connection screen.
The Import button is used to import clockings from a csv file.
See also Connections.
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Timesheets

Times menu - Timesheets

Shortcut Button
The Timesheet screen presents a week's clocking times for an employee along with the
hours the system has calculated based on his/her attendance rules for rounding, breaks
and overtime.

Note that the Timesheet can only show clocking details that have been downloaded from
the clock or entered at the PC.
The user can generally edit the clocking times, the hours calculated and change the
selected Daily Rule, providing he/she has access rights as set up on the User Setup screen.
The Timesheet displays up to 2 pairs of clockings per line. If more than 2 pairs are present
on a particular days, extra lines are added to the display to accommodate them. Figures
that have been edited at the PC are shown in Blue. The rightmost column of the Timesheet
indicates the Daily Rule that has been allocated to the clockings by the system.
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Focus Lite and Pro are limited to 6 Rates of Pay. Focus Enterprise can support up to 40
Rates.
The Weekly Hours figures towards the bottom of the Timesheet is the sum of the hours
for all the days in the week.
The Weekly Rules are then applied using the Weekly Limits/Targets and Clawback settings
to produce the row of figures titled 'Weekly Rules Applied'. In the example above, no
overtime is paid until 35 hours of Basic have been worked.
Finally, the Rate Factor is used to calculate the Weekly Gross Totals for that Employee for
that Week.
Hourly totals can be displayed as either hours and minutes (hh:mm format) or hours and
decimal parts of an hour (hh.dd format), depending on the Hours Format in the System Setup - General tab. Times are always displayed in hh:mm format.
Timesheet Locking: Whenever you display a timesheet for a particular person for a
particular day, the hours worked are calculated on current clockings available, current
changes made, and current rules for working. This allows you to make changes and
observe the results. When the timesheet has been checked and approved, and you no
longer want it to be updated (e.g. if you change a relevant Daily Rule) you can Lock the
Timesheet.
The
and
shows the current status of the Timesheet and allows you to change
it. As part of the Payroll process, timesheets should be locked so they maintain a true
picture of their calculations which went towards payroll.
Printing the Timesheets or Payroll will prompt you to Lock all the timesheets affected.
Extra information is presented when the employee is working a Flexitime scheme. See
Flexitime Timesheet.

Rounded Times

Times menu - Timesheets
The times that are recorded from your employees' clockings can be rounded up or down
based upon rules that you declare.
Common examples of rounding are:
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A clocking in at 08:50 might be rounded up to 09:00 to represent an accurate beginning
of the working day.
A clocking in at 09:02 might be rounded down to 09:00 to allow the employee a certain
'grace' period before losing time.
A clocking in at 09:04 might be rounded up to 09:10 to dock employees time for lateness.
You as the user have complete control over what, if any, rounded times you apply to your
clockings.
Times that have been rounded in the timesheet calculation are indicated by a rounded
time that appears next to the mouse pointer when it hovers over the time on the
timesheet:

In the above example the employee has clocked out at 12:56 but the mouse hover tool tip
shows that Focus is rounding that time to 12:50. This is happening because the Daily Rule
is set to round time to the nearest ten minutes if the employee leaves for a break before
the break is due to start. In Daily Rules you can set up different rounding for different
times of day and, of course, you can turn rounding off.

Status Bar

Times menu - Timesheets
The status bar at the bottom of the timesheet includes further information when the
mouse pointer hovers over a clocking, an edited Time or Total, or a Daily Rule indicator.
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With a standard clocking it shows the following:

The original date and time of the clocking and the terminal that the clocking took place at.

This next example shows an edited entry:

In this example the employee forgot to clock and the time was added in manually as an
edit. It also displays the user that made the edit, the reason, along with any comment the
user wishes to make.
In this next example the mouse is hovering over a clocking with an Infringement (denoted
Chapter 2 Times
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by the 'i'):

The status bar describes the type of Infringement and the action taken automatically by
the system.

Timesheet Editing

Times menu - Timesheets
You can Add, Edit and Delete both TIMES and TOTALS as well as changing the Shift
allocation. TIMES would be changed when, for instance, an employee forgets to clock IN,
or is late for a valid reason. TOTALS would be modified to allocate hours to an approved
absence. In all cases a reason may be entered for the change and an Audit Log entry is
created, recording what change was made, who made it, when it was made and why. The
shift can be changed if, for instance, the system allocates times to the Default Shift, when
the user can force the times onto the correct shift.
Editing TIMES
A User can be prevented from editing Times on a Timesheet as an option on the System |
User Setup | General tab.
To edit a clocking Time, click on the desired cell on the Timesheet and the Edit Time screen
will be presented:
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Date: Change the Date of the original clocking. Be particularly careful when viewing
clockings for shifts that work over midnight. Focus arranges the times on the timesheet in
a logical fashion, grouping all the times for 1 shift together on the day to which the hours
accrue. The downside to this is that the day the clocking was made is not, in some cases,
the day shown on the timesheet row. If there is any doubt, hover over the cell and check
the status bar at the bottom of the timesheet to show the actual date (and time) of the
clocking.

Reason: Choose a Reason for editing the clocking. The Absence Reason definition has a
tick-box which determines whether the Reason is offered when editing a clocking time.
This reduces the choice a User has when selecting a Reason.

Terminal: Focus remembers which terminal the employee clocked on, and this information
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can be used to show hours worked by location. Here the Terminal corresponds to the
name of the Connection set up and can be selected from the drop down list.
Cost Centre: If you have programmed Cost Centres into your Focus System, you will be
able to Add/Edit a Cost Centre on the clocking time. The Cost Centre tells Focus what
activity was being performed when the employee clocked. The Cost Centre identity can be
attached to a clocking by:
Entering onto the terminal keypad;
Allocating the terminal to a Cost Centre (1 terminal in each area of work);
Editing the clocking on the timesheet.
By attaching a Cost Centre to a Daily Rule
New Time: The User can change the type of clocking (IN or OUT) and the Time of the
clocking.
Authorise Infringement: This tick-box shows only if the clocking is a 'clocking
irregularity' (infringement), e.g. 'Late IN'. Infringements are show on the timesheet with a
greyed time followed by the letter 'i'. Which infringements can be notified by Focus are set
on the Daily Rule | Exceptions tab:

An Infringement will be removed either by editing the time to stop it being irregular, or
authorising the infringement. Once Authorised the clocking is shown in blue (edited)
followed by the letter 'a'.
Comment: Further details can be added in the Comment box.
Edited Clockings show on the timesheet in blue. All changes are logged in the Audit Trail.
Editing DAILY TOTALS
Use this feature to Book an Absence or clear an exception. For instance, if the system
detects the employee has failed to work the expected number of hours for a shift, it will
mark it as an exception. You can then allocate a reason for this and/or authorise payment
of extra hours. Click on the cell holding the hours calculated to edit its contents. When you
click on the cell, the system presents extra information regarding availability of employees
in the groups this employee belongs to, helping you to make decisions whether or not to
allow time off e.g. holiday.
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Add to Hours Worked:
employee works

Define the number of hours you wish added to the hours the

Replace Hours Worked:
hours you enter

Replaces any hours the employee works with the number of

Hours From Schedule:
Book the number of hours the employee should have
worked. Finds the Daily Rule the employee is planned to work (from the Rota or Work
Schedule) and uses the hours from the Standard Hours on the General Tab. Books the
hours at the rate selected on the timesheet.

Adding Timesheet Rows.
If you need to add rows to a timesheet to add clocking Times, click on the left most column
of the row below where you want the row to be inserted.

Editing the SHIFT
Click on the Shift cell in the right most column and the Edit Shift Allocation screen appears:

The User can change the shift allocation or navigate directly to the Daily Rule by clicking
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the Show Rule button. When the shift is changed the timesheet recalculates the hours for
the day in question.
All changes to the Timesheet are logged in the Audit Trail.
Showing Edits
Focus uses an option on the System | System Setup | General tab to control the way Edit
Reasons are shown on the timesheet. The 'One Absence Per Rate' tick-box will, when
ticked, collapse multiple edits onto one row.

'One Absence Per Rate' unticked.
The timesheet segment above shows 2 edits on Monday, both at Rate 1 (Basic).

'One Absence Per Rate' ticked.
One Absence Per Rate shows only the last edit and accumulates edits into the daily total.

Weekly Totals

Times menu - Timesheets
Weekly Totals are calculated by applying Weekly Rules to a week of Daily Totals. The
Weekly Totals are used by many of the Reports and Export of hours worked.
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Previously calculated Weekly Totals can be affected by:
1.Downloading new clockings from the clock;
2.Editing a Timesheet;
3.Modifying Attendance Rules;
4.Changing the Start of Week Day.
Each time you display an Unlocked Timesheet, the hours worked are calculated based on
the attendance rules defined at that time.
For instance, if your week starts on a Monday and you download the clock on Wednesday
and view the Timesheet, the Weekly Totals for that week to date will be calculated based
on existing rules and these totals will appear on any report or export produced.
Note:
Changing attendance rules (3) does not automatically re-calculate Weekly
Totals retrospectively. If you need to recalculate retrospectively you will need to unlock
and recalculate timesheets. The best way to achieve this is to run a Payroll Report for the
period in question.
Changing the Start of Week Day (4) is similar to changing the attendance rules in that it
affects weekly totals calculations going forward but not retrospectively. If you change your
Start of Week Day once the system has been up and running for a while you will see that
the Reports indicate no hours worked. This is because Totals don't exist for the new Week
definitions.

Infringements

Times menu - Timesheets
Infringement monitoring is a powerful tool to measure time lost through poor time
keeping. Infringements are attached to clocking times that have broken the Daily Rules
that have been applied to the employee clockings. Infringements are shown on the
Timesheet view by a greyed time with a letter 'i' attached. The reason and time lost is
shown in the Status window when you hover the mouse pointer over the infringement
clocking.
Which infringements can be notified by Focus are set on the Daily Rule | Exceptions tab:
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Infringement Reports show how much time has been lost through poor time keeping.
Removing/Authorising Infringements: Infringements are not normally removed (unlike
Exceptions) as they are intended to record permanently poor timekeeping.However, an
Infringement may be removed either by editing the time to stop it being irregular, or
authorising the infringement. Once Authorised the clocking on the timesheet is shown in
blue (edited) followed by the letter 'a'.
Unauthorised Overtime

Unauthorised Overtime is flagged by setting an exception in the Daily Rule:

Exception if any hours worked at Rate 2 (Overtime)

The Timesheet looks like this:
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Unauthorised Overtime shows in Red

Clicking on the cell with the Overtime Hours showing loads the Authorise Overtime
dialogue:

This allows you to Authorise part or all of the overtime to another Rate of Pay. Typically,
you would set the system up with a 'UO/T' (Unauthorised Overtime) column and arrange
for this column to be not paid by the Payroll software. Then, you would Authorise
Overtime to one of the paid columns at the rate you decide.
If Overtime tends to be authorised in full, you can perform a 'Quick Authorise' by rightclicking the cell with the overtime hours at which point you will be offered:
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You can then select the Rate to authorise the overtime to.

If you right click 'Unauthorised Overtime' in the Exceptions tree view you will be offered
the options to 'Refresh' (the tree view exceptions list) and 'Authorise' (any Unauthorised
Overtime). If you select Authorise, a list of all employees with Unauthorised Overtime for
the date range will be displayed:

The Hours column shows the amount of overtime that has been worked and you can see
from the actual clocking times why overtime has been accrued. Using this Bulk Authorise
screen you can authorise part or all of the overtime worked for some or all of the
employees listed. When overtime is authorised, each occurrence generates an entry in the
Audit Log.
If you don't wish to authorise overtime for all employees in the list, left click on the ones
you do want to authorise before clicking the 'Authorise...' button.

Enter the amount of hours you are prepared to authorise, the Rate at which you will be
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paying the overtime and a Reason and Comment.
See Also: Authorising Overtime

Multiple Weeks On Timesheet

Multiple Weeks on Timesheet
As standard Focus displays one week per Timesheet. It can be set to display multiple
weeks.
To enable multiple weeks, please contact your installer as this is an advanced feature.
When you run Focus with this feature enabled, you will see a new control on the
timesheet:

The User can then elect to show from 1 to 4 weeks at a time. Below, the User has chosen
to show 2 weeks:
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Flexitime:

Flexitime Period Start and End Balances show as normal.
Weekly Balances apply to the weeks in view
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Multi-Week Weekly Rules

Weekly Rules can be scripted within Focus Enterprise to apply over multiple weeks as in
the example below, where over a period of 2 weeks:
1st 72 hours pay at Basic
Next 3 hours pay at Rate 2
All other hours pay at Rate 3
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Report

Reports show all weeks with edits

Timesheet Approval

Timesheet Approval
As well as locking Timesheets, Focus has the ability to implement up to 3 levels of
Timesheet Approval. The Timesheet has to be passed through each level of approval
before being authorised for Payroll.
Set up the number of Approval Levels from 1 to 3
System Setup -> General Tab -> Timesheet Tab
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Define which Users can approve timesheets and at what level. Users can approve at one or
more levels.
System Setup -> Users Tab -> Timesheet Tab
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Important Note: You may need to log out and log in again to allow these changes to take
place
Timesheets are initially in the 'Unapproved' condition. Clicking on the status box allows a
User to change the approval level

Changing the approval level to other then 'Unapproved' locks the timesheet

Unlocking the timesheet removes any approvals and returns the state to 'Unapproved'
The Payroll Report preparation screen shows the level of approval:
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Green:
Yellow:
Red:

2

Approved to highest level - ready for payroll
Approved to level 1
Unapproved

Numbers refer to number of weeks in multi-week payroll period

'Value' Rates and Custom Timesheets

You can use the Timesheet Rate columns to show quantities other than Hours Worked.
Money columns can be used for Bonuses or Expenses and obey the normal visibility rules
for showing monetary values on Timesheets.
Numeric columns can be used for e.g. Mileage.
Please speak to your Installer about enabling these features.
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Daily Timesheet

Daily Timesheet
The Daily Timesheet is an Enterprise feature accessed from the Times menu. It enables you
to see the timesheets of an entire group (or groups) in a single screen for one or multiple
days, and make edits to the details directly from the screen.
Use the date selector to choose the date range for the data you wish you view. User the
group selector to choose one or multiple groups.
In the Daily Timesheet view you have the same functionality you would have if you were
viewing individual timesheets. This means that if you hover the mouse over a cell, a popup
will appear with further information for the clocking, such as a Reason for manual edit, or
details about the terminal clocked at or cost centre applied.
You can also make edits directly. Clicking on a cell will bring up the standard timesheet edit
dialogue.
Screen Shots:

This screen shows the timesheets for a single group of four employees for one specific
day.
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Hovering the mouse over a cell will display further information, as with the standard
timesheet view.
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This screen shows the same group of four people but for an entire week.

Shortcut Button.
The Exceptions button presents a list of timesheet anomalies that may need to be dealt
with or authorised. This acts as a 'To Do' list for regular timesheet maintenance.

Exceptions are split into 8 categories which display in a treeview along with the count of
exceptions for the date range selected:
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Absence:
The employee did not clock on a day when they were scheduled to
work
Target Hours:
Although the employee clocked, the expected number of
hours fell short of expected
Worked Public Holiday:The employee worked on a day booked as a Public Holiday
Worked Default Shift:
The employee worked unexpected times and was allocated
to the Default Shift
Unauthorised Overtime:
The employee worked more hours than expected
Missing Clocking:
The employee missed a clocking (usually forgot to clock out) - an
uneven number of clockings on one day
Business Clocking:
The employee clocked IN or OUT on Business
Holiday Requests:
The employee requested a holiday using the Self Service
module
Exceptions can be shown for a range of dates such as 'This Week', 'Last Week', and are
arranged into a hierarchical view starting with Exception Type, then Group, then
Employee, then Date.
Due to the way the Grouping feature works within Focus, where an employee may be
present in more than one Group, it stands to reason that an Exception may appear more
than once in the list.
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Drilling down in the treeview allows us to identify the Day(s) when the exceptions
occurred, and clicking on the day opens the timesheet showing the exception to be dealt
with.
Exceptions stay on the system until you remove, or Authorise them, by allocating a valid
reason for the anomaly. You can decide whether you want to pay for time off and allocate
a reason for doing so. Exceptions will appear on the Timesheet and the employee's
Calendar highlighted in the colour set on the System | System Setup | Colours tab.
The Exceptions List and Timesheet can be used interactively to work through all the
exceptional clockings within the chosen period of time. Right click on the list of Exceptions
to refresh it or start bulk Authorisation of Overtime.
Absence (Conditions for):
An employee is registered Absent (System) on a Day if:
the Day is after the System Start Day AND
the employee did not clock on the Day AND
they had a Daily Rule programmed in the first column of their Work Schedule OR they
were Rostered to work AND
they had Started with the company before the Day AND
the employee had not left the Company before the Day.

Target Hours and Unauthorised Overtime are triggered by the conditions you set up in
the Daily Rule on the Exceptions Tab. Target Hours occurs when the employee works less
than the hours expected at a certain Rate. This will flag up late arrival, early departure and
forgotten clockings. Unauthorised Overtime happens when an employee works more than
the number of hours you set as the threshold for a certain Rate.
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Exceptions Report

Right-Clicking an Exception type in the Exceptions tree view gives the opportunity to create
a printable, exportable report detailing the Exceptions in the date range chosen...

... which creates the report below:
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Times menu - Watch

Shortcut Button.
The Watch screen allows you to display a real time view of employees' IN/OUT status.

This screen is a view of the clocking data held in the Focus database which is updated by
reading the terminals at a frequency set it the System | Connections screen.
The example below shows that the Watch screen will be updated every 5 seconds.

Lite users cannot set their system to a continuous schedule. Instead, they can set a
schedule of up to ten separate times each day for the clocks to be downloaded:
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Times menu - PC Clocking
This Option allows individual Employees to clock IN and OUT at their PCs as well as, or
instead of, at the clocking terminals. An Employee is given access to the feature by
assigning him/her a PIN number and a Password in their Employee Record. They can then
clock IN/OUT from the Times | Punch menu on the main Focus software (if they have
access to the full software) or they can use the separate clocking utility which gives them
access only to Clock IN/OUT and view their timesheet and calendar.

The PC Clocking feature is an extra cost option available from your Focus supplier.

Shortcut Button

The Reports menu allows you to select and sort data by several criteria which vary
depending on the type of report:
Date Range (Report Period)
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Dates are selected using one or more Date Selector . When you pick a date for a weekly
report, a Start Date will set up to the starting day of the week chosen and an End Date will
set up to the date of the last day in the week selected.
Employee Selection
Use the drop down list of Groups to select a single Group of employees for your report, or
'All'.

At the bottom of the list of Groups you will see 'Multiple Groups'. Click on this to expose
the list of Groups and a set of check boxes so that you can select a number of groups to be
included in the report.
If you want to select a single employee for the report or a subset of those shown, simply
click on the employees in the list to select them for printing. Hold the shift key down and
click in the employee list to select a block of records.
Sort Order
You can sort your report by any column in Ascending or Descending order simply by
clicking on the heading at the top of the column.
Report Generation
Once you have set up your report with the range of information you require and the order
in which you want it sorted, click on the

print button, or in the case where multiple

report options are available, drop down the list
and select the desired report. With
the report on screen, further controls are available:
Table of Contents. For example, in a Timesheet Report covering several pages, the
Table of Contents will contain a list of employees on the report. If the Table of Contents is
not visible, click on this button in the top left hand corner of the report screen to open the
Chapter 6 Reports
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Table of Contents. Then you can go to any individual's timesheet by clicking on his/her
name in the table.
Outputs the Report as a PDF file. This is the format you would choose if you want to
email the report.
Generates an Excel spreadsheet (.xls) file. You can use this format if you want to do
further calculation, formatting of charting on the data in the report.
Produces an HTML page which may be viewed by a web browser.
Outputs a Rich Text File.
Outputs a Plain Text File.
Outputs a Tiff Graphical File.

Employees

Reports menu - Employees
The Employees report allows you to specify the content and order of the columns (as well
as the sort order).
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Each drop down box exposes the list of available column (or field) types, including the full
list of User Defined Fields. Select 'none' if you want the column to be blank in which case it
takes up no room on the report. Column widths can be altered by dragging on the column
title. The 'Preset' button sets the columns to their default state, which produces a quick
and easy basic Employee List Report. The 'Clear' button sets all columns to 'none'.
The
button exposes the choice of either a List Report based on the columns you have
chosen or a Detail Report which uses one page per employee and is of fixed format (i.e. is
not controlled by your set up of columns).
The Report can be saved as a named public or private Template and it then appears under
the list of Focus Employee reports.

Absence Periods

Reports menu - Absence Periods
The Absence Period Report is actually a suite of reports allowing you to filter and analyse
absences, encompassing a Report Designer with which to specify and save the reports that
are relevant to your business. The series of reports allows you to compare Group
(Department) Averages, drill down into Employee Absences, and then analyse individual
employee trends by showing their Absence Periods.
Group Membership
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Because these reports deal with employees' historical absence figures, it is necessary to
take into account their historical Group membership. For example, an employee may have
been in group 'Works Machining' last year, but transferred to 'Works Finishing' part way
through this year. If we are preparing a report to compare the amount of time off due to
accidents in the two departments, we need to allocate any absence to the department the
employee was in at the time the absence occurred. Hence, particular attention must be
given to maintaining the Group Start and End Dates on the Employee form. If an employee
changes Group during a period of absence, the whole absence period will be included in
the statistics for both groups.
It is easiest to understand the interrelationship between the 3 reports by exploring them
starting with the lowest level of detail, the Absence Period Report.
Absence Period Report
An Absence Period will start and end with the Absence Reason or Absence Type you have
requested. The period is terminated by either a day when the employee clocks, or a day
when a different Absence Reason or Type is booked.
When you define more than one Absence Reason within an Absence Type, e.g. Sick - Bad
Back and Sick - Flu, both within the Sick Paid absence type and you create a report for
Absence Type Sick Paid, you will get a combination of both sickness reasons on the report.
If a sickness period starts with a Bad Back and ends with Flu, the period will be reported as
one occasion of absence of Type Sick Paid. You will need to request the report for the
individual Sick Reasons if you wish them separately reported.
The screen shot below shows the results of preparing the Absence Period Report for one
calendar month for just one department. The Report can be sorted by any column by
clicking on the column header.

The Days column refers to the number of Calendar Days covered by the Absence Period
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while the Absences Column refers to the actual number of worked days lost. Typically
where an Absence Period covers multiple weeks or spans a weekend, the figures in the
Days column will be greater than those in the Absences column. The Comment column
shows any entry that is made in the Comment Field on the first day of the Absence Period.
Period Length: You can elect to include in the report only Absence Periods of certain
durations. This allows you to report on, e.g., long term sicknesses, or to exclude long term
sicknesses from the report.
Save Template: Allows you to save the current report setup to a named report.

Employee Absences Report

This report accumulates the totals for each Employee and generates several
measurements of absenteeism, namely:
Absences: The number of Absent Days
Periods:

The number of Absence Periods

Work Days:

The number of Scheduled Work Days

Absence %:

Absences/Work Days expressed as a percentage

Bradford Factor: Periods X Periods X Absences. See Bradford Factor Report for more
information on this measurement of absenteeism.
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Group Average Absences Report
This report shows the average figures per employee in the Groups selected.

Employees:
This is the total number of employees who were members of the Group
during the report period, regardless of any filtering applied.
Absences: The averge number of days lost per employee in the Group.
Periods:

The average number of absent periods per emloyee.

Work Days: The average number of contracted days per employee
Absence %: The average percentage absence per employee.
Bradford: The average Bradford Factor across all employees in the group.

Focus Pro and Enterprise have some additional options on this report, most notably the
Filter bar.
It is important to appreciate that the filter applied is to the raw Absence Period records,
not the results of this report. So if you set a filter of the Period Length filter to >0 and <20,
this will produce a report for the average days absent for each group, excluding from the
calculation any long term sick periods (which would otherwise distort the figures).
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Filter: Use the following filter criteria to select Employee Records to include in the final
reports:
Absences. e.g. use Absences>0 to include only those Employees who have had any days
absent in the report period.
Periods e.g. use Periods>20 to include only long term absences greater than 20 days
AbsencePeriods e.g. use AbsencePeriods>=5 to include only those employees who have
had more then 4 periods of absence in the report period
WorkDays e.g. use WorkDays<100 to include only new starters or part timers
Bradford e.g. use Bradford>100 to exclude employees with good attendance
Note that you can combine these phrases using the words OR and AND, such as
Absences>10 OR Periods>3 will include in the report only those employees who have had
more than 10 days absence or more than 3 separate absence periods, as below.
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Payroll

Reports menu - Payroll
After downloading employees' clocking times, checking and amending the timesheets, you
can export calculated hours worked to your Payroll software.
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This report allows you some degree of control over the output format. You can specify
Landscape/Portrait, whether to suppress zero hours worked and the size of the font to
use.
Hours included in the Payroll can be specified by Date Range and Employee Grouping.
If the date range is specified as a multiple of whole Weeks (i.e. By Week), the hours taken
will be the Weekly Hours from the timesheet which are adjusted by the Weekly Rules to
produce the Weekly Totals. If the date range is specified in Days (i.e. By Date), you can
specify any date range for the payroll and Weekly Rules are NOT applied. The total in this
case is the sum of the Daily Totals for all the days in the date range.
In this way you can run your payroll calculations for any period of whole weeks, days or
months.
Use the
Use the

Export button to generate an export file in the chosen format.
button to select the Payroll Summary or Payroll Detail Report.

The Payroll Summary report lists the hours worked per employee during the period for
manual input to your payroll programme. This report may be faxed or e-mailed to a payroll
bureau.

The Payroll Detail Report lists the daily clocking times, shift rule allocated and Daily Hours
for the payroll period.
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Focus Pro and Enterprise Payroll Detail Reports also include a breakdown of Holiday.
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The Sickness summary is for the year from the 1st January of the year in which the Payroll
Period falls, whereas the Holiday period is from the employee's Holiday Start Date for the
current year.
The Annual Holiday Entitlement shows the basic Entitlement + Extra Days.
The Holiday Brought Forward is the Total Entitlement minus Holidays taken up to the start
of the Payroll Period.
The Paid Sick Periods sub report lists the periods which may be used in the calculation of
Statutory Sick Pay (SSP). The Sick Period starts with a day when an absence is booked with
a reason which has a type of 'Sick Paid'. The period continues until either:
The employee has clocking times, i.e. comes in to work OR has an absence reason
booked that has a type which is not 'Sick Paid'.
The period will end on a day which has a 'Sick Paid' absence. The flags 'From Prev' and 'Into
Next' indicate whether the Sick Period runs into or out of the current Pay Period.
The Absence Periods Report produces a similar output but can be applied to any of the
Absence Reasons or Absence Types.

Timesheets

Reports menu - Timesheets
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The Timesheets Report generates several formats of timesheet report for specified
employees for a given week.

Click on the

button to expose the list of available reports.

Timesheet Normal:
Once the report has been generated you can use the contents list to go to a particular
employee's timesheet on the report:
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Timesheets can also be printed for a single employee from the main Timesheet screen in
the Times - Timesheet menu.
Timesheet Condensed:
Prints 4 timesheets to a page and excludes the detail of edits made to the timesheet.
Detail By Day:
The Detail By Day report has the same daily hours as the Summary Report and also
includes the first and last clocking of each day.

Summary By Day:
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The Weekly Summary By Day report prints the hours worked by employees on each day of
the week.

Infringements
Reports menu - Infringements
The Infringement Report lists the number of Infringements for each individual in a group
over a period of time. You can hover the mouse pointer over the column headings to see a
fuller description of the infringements.
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The rightmost 2 columns represent a notional 'time lost' due to the infringement. The
'Time' column is the difference between the actual time the clocking occurred and the
time it should have occurred. The 'Rounded' column uses the Rounded time rather than
the actual time. Thus, assuming, for example, the following:
Shift Start Time 07:00
Actual clock IN time 07:04
Rounding Rules, 3 minutes Grace,15 minutes Increment (07:15 Rounded IN time)
then the Time column would read 00:04 (actual time lost) and the Rounded column would
read 00:15 (Rounded Time lost).
Three reports types can be selected from the
'Report' button. You can chose either
textual, graphic (where the values are represented by a bar) or a combination of the two.
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Graphic Report
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Combo Report

Totals By Employee

Reports menu - Totals by Employee
Generates the total hours worked at the different pay rates broken down by Employee.
Information is available in 3 different forms:
1.

List report - choice of text, bar or combination report.

2.

Pie Chart - breakdown by rate - hours or percentages.

3.

Bar Graph - breakdown by rate - hours or percentages.

The period for the report encompasses a whole number of weeks.
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Totals By Week

Reports menu - Totals by Week
Generates the total hours worked at the different pay rates for all the employees in the
chosen group, broken down by week. Information is available in 3 different forms:
1.
List report - 1 line per week showing the 6 rates, total hours worked and
overtime.
2.

Area Chart - for the group showing hours worked by rate over time.

3.

Bar Graph - for the group showing hours worked by rate over time.

The List Report generates the data in 3 different formats:

Weekly Hours By Week: Sums the hours worked for all employees in the reporting group
for each week.
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Weekly Hours By Employee (By Rate): Breaks the report down by Employee and shows the hours
worked each week by the Rate of Pay.

Weekly Hours By Employee (By Day): Breaks the report down by Employee and shows the hours
worked each week by the Day of Week.
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Working Time Regulations

Reports menu - Working Time Regulations

This report generates statistics required to satisfy the Average Hours Worked
requirements of the Working Time Regulations. A list report shows, for each employee, the
number of hours worked, and the calculated average.
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A detail report shows working hours for each employee over time:
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The detail report above shows the worked hours for a 5 week reference period. There are
excluded days which are not included in the calculation. These are for times where the
employee is paid but not present - for example paid sick leave. After the reference period,
the next normal worked days are used to replace the excluded days.
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Holidays

Reports menu - Holidays
The Holiday report produces a list showing the holiday status for a Group of Employees. As
well as showing the Holiday Year Start Date it also lists:
Yearly Allowance
Holiday Brought Forward from previous period
Adjustment Days (or Hours) allowed this year (e.g. Days in Lieu)
Number of Days (or Hours) personal holiday Taken to date.
Number of days (or Hours) Booked but not taken.
Maximum allowance that will be Carried Forward
Amount that will be Carried Forward to next period

Memos
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Reports menu - Memos

This screen is used to produce a report of employee memos. Options are available to
include your own and other user's memos. Only a user with Administrator privileges will be
able to print Other Users' Private Memos.

Absences

Reports menu - Absences
The Absence Report provides a simple list of the number of absences per employee over a
given period of time.
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Cost Variance

Reports menu - Cost Variance
The Cost Variance Report shows how employees actually work compared to planned
working time set up on the Rota or Work Schedule.

Planned Hours are calculated using the Standard Hours from the Daily Rule which is
extracted from either the Rota or the leftmost column of the Work Schedule, whichever is
used to programme the employees work pattern.
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Actual Hours are derived from the Timesheet.
Variance is positive if Actual Hours are greater than Planned.
The Cost columns are calculated by multiplying the hours worked by the Rate Factor for
the employee and the Employee's Gross Pay from the employee form.
The Pay columns will not be displayed if the System User does not have access to view
Gross Pay.

Bradford Factor
Reports menu - Bradford factor
It has been recognised as a result of research at Bradford University that several short
periods of absence are more disruptive than one long period, given the same number of
total days absent. The Bradford Factor is a method of quantifying the disruption caused by
a pattern of absence. The definition of the Bradford Factor is:

S x S x D = Bradford Factor
Where: S is the number of occasions of absence in a period and
D is the total number of days' absence in the period.
Focus allows you to nominate Sick Paid and Sick Unpaid as the absence types for Bradford
Factor Analysis.
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A period of absence is defined in the same way as the periods for the Absence Periods
report. See the example Calendar below:

During the period of April 2017 the employee above was scheduled to work MondayFriday, so these absences are all taken into account for calculating the Bradford Factor. If
the employee wasn't scheduled to work on a day then Focus will take this into account
when doing the calculations.

In this case the employee has 4 periods of absence for a total of 5 days.

Bradford Factor = 4 X 4 X 5 = 80

Lateness

Reports menu - Lateness
The Lateness Report produces a detailed analysis, by employee, of late arrival at the start
of a shift. It details each occurrence, giving Date, planned Start Time, Actual Start Time,
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and Time Lost through lateness.

Two formats are available:
Lateness Outside Grace includes only those occurrences where the employee arrives after
the grace time, creating a 'Late IN' infringement on the timesheet. The time lost is
effectively the amount of time for which employees will not be paid.
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Lateness Within Grace lists clockings where employees have arrived late, but not late
enough to create an infringement. The time lost in this case is the time paid to employees
which has not been worked.

Flexitime Balance

Reports menu - Flexitime Balance
The Flexitime Balance Report shows how the Flexitime Balance varies over time.

The report above shows the weekly flexitime balance variation over time as well as the
total over the period (Variance column) which is the sum of all the weekly columns. The
Balance column is the result of adding any initial starting balance, in this case 40:00 hours.
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Flexitime Period

Reports menu - Flexitime Period

The Flexitime Period Report shows the Flexitime Balance at the end of a period. The
Summary lists all employees in a Flexitime Group.

The Detail Report shows the daily calculations that go to make up the end of Period results
for each employee in the group. An analysis of the Period as a whole is produced as well as
the Annual Leave summary.
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Flexitime Exceptions

Reports menu - Flexitime Exceptions
The Flexitime Exceptions Report shows any flexitime employee who has an exception on
their timesheet for the dates selected.
You define the exception in the Flexitime Rule:
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In this example an exception is triggered if the overall Flexitime balance rises above +10
hours or drops below -10 hours.
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The Projected Balance report uses historical data and any booked absences such as
holidays to estimate future balances, should current trends be continued. It will include all
flexitime employees, not just those who have exceptions on their timesheets.

Clockings

Reports menu - Clockings
The Clockings Report generates a list of previous clocking records, selected by Group and
Date Range.

Records can be sorted by type and date/time.

Focus Pro and Enterprise have access to two further reports.
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Clockings - Edits gives you a break down of exactly what edits have been made to
Clockings on Timesheets, and by which user:

Clockings - Access gives you a full break down of every clocking that was used for Access
Control, including which doors, Access Groups and Readers:

Who's In

The Who's In report will produce a report to show who was clocked in at any given time.
You can refine the report by date, location or Group. Like all reports, the final result can be
exported in a variety of formats including PDF, Excel data and as an image.
The Setup Screen
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This screen is made up of several elements.
The top navigation buttons allow you to process the report. The left button is print, and
will produce a print ready version of the report that can be printed directly or exported as
one of may file types. The save button allows you to export the raw data from the grid.

Here you choose the exact date and time you wish to see data from, and also whether you
wish to see who is in or who is out. The

icon will set the time and date to now.

You may wish to filter the data by one of your defined Groups. You do this here.

If you have more than one location set up for your organisation you can filter by that here.
Chapter 6 Reports
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By clicking on one of the column titles you can choose how the report will be sorted.
The Report Screen
Click the print icon to see a print ready version of the report.

From here you can print the report or export it in any of the formats displayed at the top
of the screen. When you are finished, click close.

Cost Centre

Cost Centre Reports consist of 11 reports analysing hours worked against Cost Centre.
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Reports
Times By Cost Centre/Employee
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Reports
Times by Cost Centre/Group
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Reports
Times by Cost Centre
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Reports
Detail by Cost Centre
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Reports
Summary by Cost Centre
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Reports
Summary by Cost Centre/Group
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Reports
Times by Group/Cost Centre
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Reports
Detail by Group
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Reports
Summary by Group
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Reports
Summary by Group/Cost Centre
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Reports
Times by Group/Employee

The system records employee clocking times and calculates the hours to pay based on the
rules you supply.
The Daily Rule forms the basis for this calculation and describes how you want to apply
breaks, overtime and rounding calculations for a particular day's clockings. You can design
as many different Daily Rules as you need. For instance, you would have one Daily Rule for
a 8AM to 5PM working day and another for an 8AM to 12AM day.
Daily Rules are then combined into a Work Schedule or a Rota. A Work Schedule describes
a pattern of Daily Rules that repeats over time, usually over a period of a week but the
period can be set to any number of days. The Rota allows you to set up each employee's
future Daily Rule for any day by comparison with other members of a Group.
You can also specify Weekly Rules to apply at the end of a week specifically to adjust
Overtime calculations on a weekly basis.
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Daily Rules

Schedules menu - Daily Rules
You can specify as many different Daily Rules as you need. Each rule has a short code
which appears against each day's clockings on an employee's timesheet. The Name is any
free text you desire, but you will find it useful if you include the Start and End times. This
text appears in the Timesheet status window when you hover the mouse pointer over the
Daily Rule short code.

The Start and End times are the normal shift times before any overtime is worked and are
used to generate clocking Infringements for Late In and Early Out.

General Tab

Schedules menu - Daily Rules - General Tab
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General: You can set the Target Hours for each shift and the rate for them. If the employee
fails to meet the target hours an exception will be generated.
Shifts over Midnight: For any shift, but particularly relevant to shifts that span midnight,
you can elect to pay the hours on the first day or the second day.
Auto Allocate: When you design an employee's Work Schedule you can specify several
Daily Rules that could be worked on a day. For instance, a shift worker may work 08:0016:00, 16:00-24:00, or 00:00-08:00. In this case you would programme all 3 Daily Rules for
each working day and let the system automatically allocate one of the 3 Daily Rules
depending on when the employee clocks in. In the example above, if the employee clock IN
between 06:00 and 10:00 he/she will be put onto this shift. If several Daily Rules are set up
with overlapping Auto Allocate bands, the system chooses the one with the nearest
clocking time to the normal shift start. If no Daily Rules can be allocated, the system will
use the Default Daily Rule.
Auto Clock Out: Selecting this option allows the employee to clock onto a Daily Rule and
have the system automatically clock him/her out. In operation, if the employee is still
clocked IN at a time equivalent to the Normal Shift End plus the Maximum Overtime
allowed at the end of the shift, the system will mark him/her as clocking out at the Normal
Shift End.
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Daily Rule Details: This is a free text memo field that is initialised with the date the rule
was created and by whom. You can use it to record reasons and dates of changes.
Open Shifts: If you wish to 'pay by the hour' i.e. not have a fixed Start and End Time, set
the Start Time to 00:00 and the End Time to 24:00.

Standard Hours: When Booking Absences you can elect to Book Hours from Schedule. In
this case the number of hours booked are the Standard Hour from the Daily Rule. The Rate
used when booking on the Calendar or Availability screen will be the Standard Rate.
Rota Standard Hours/Calculated: If you are using the Rota to schedule employees to Daily
Rules, the Rota and Cost Variance report will show you the number of hours planned. You
can choose to use the Standard Hours or have Focus apply all the rules specified by the
Daily Rule by carrying out a full calculation. This latter method will be needed if you simply
specify the Start and Finish time of working on the Rota.
Flex Deduct Hours: If the employee is allocated to a Flexitime Group this is the contracted
hours for this Daily Rule. If the employee does not work flexitime, this parameter can be
ignored.
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Shifts over Midnight: For any shift, but particularly relevant to shifts that span midnight,
you can elect to pay the hours on the first day or the second day.
Exclude Break Clockings: Causes Focus to ignore all clockings other than the First IN and
Last OUT.
Cost Centre: If you have set up Cost Centres in the System Setup | Cost Centre tab, you can
allocate a Daily Rule to a Cost Centre.
Auto Allocate: When you design an employee's Work Schedule you can specify several
Daily Rules that could be worked on a day. For instance, a shift worker may work 08:0016:00, 16:00-24:00, or 00:00-08:00. In this case you would programme all 3 Daily Rules for
each working day and let the system automatically allocate one of the 3 Daily Rules
depending on when the employee clocks in. In the example above, if the employee clock IN
between 06:00 and10:00 he/she will be put onto this shift. If several Daily Rules are set up
with overlapping Auto Allocate bands, the system chooses the one with the nearest
clocking time to the normal shift start. If no Daily Rules can be allocated, the system will
use the Default Daily Rule.
Auto Clock Out: Selecting this option allows the employee to clock onto a Daily Rule and
have the system automatically clock him/her out. In operation, if the employee is still
clocked IN at a time equivalent to the Normal Shift End plus the Maximum Overtime
allowed at the end of the shift, the system will mark him/her as clocking out at the Normal
Shift End.
Daily Rule Details: This is a free text memo field that is initialised with the date the rule
was created and by whom. You can use it to record reasons and dates of changes.
Open Shifts: If you wish to 'pay by the hour' i.e. not have a fixed Start and End Time, set
the Start Time to 00:00 and the End Time to 24:00.

Business Clocking
To use Business Clocking it must first be enabled in the System Setup Menu:
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This will cause the Business Clocking dialogue to appear on the Daily Rule Setup Screen:
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Use Business Clocking to show that the employee is clocking in or out but leaving (or
arriving) on business. The Daily Rule will then pay the employee the Business Clocking
Times you setup in this screen.
To make a business clocking, the employee presses a button on the terminal before they
clock. This varies between terminal types, but in the HRX3000 for example, the F1 key is
for a BUSINESS IN clocking, the F2 key is for a BUSINESS OUT clocking.
Examples:
Gavin Edwards clocks in at 13:00 as a BUSINESS IN because he has been to an off site
meeting in the morning. His Timesheet will allocate him working hours as if he had begun
his working day at 09:00.
Gavin clocks out at 11:30 as a BUSINESS OUT clocking for another meeting. The system will
allocate him hours as if he was working the whole day.
The Timesheet will show the Business Clocking, and can be edited as normal.
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The Fire Report will show a true reflection of the employee's whereabouts - so while they
are included as being 'at work' when they are clocked out for business, they are not
considered 'on site' for Fire Reporting.

.
Overtime-1 Tab

Schedules menu - Daily Rules - Overtime-1 Tab
Focus gives you up to 8 time bands for a 24 hour period and lets you specify the rates of
pay (1 to 6) for each of the time bands. You can also specify a minimum time that must be
worked to accrue any hours in that band.
You can specify bands in any order although you will find it easier to read the rules if you
keep the bands in time order. Focus will not allow you to programme overlapping time
bands. Hours worked at times that are not programmed will not be paid.
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In the example above, the shift pays at Rate 1 from 09:00 to 17:00.
Time worked after the shift ends will be paid at Rate 2 up to a maximum of 2 hours and
must be at least 1 hour in duration.

Overtime-2 Tab

Schedules menu - Daily Rules - Overtime-2 Tab
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Use Overtime-2 to program the system to allocate overtime to hours worked after a set
number of hours, rather than at set times of the day.
The example shows how you would set up a shift to pay the first 8 hours at rate 1, then up
to 2 more hours at rate 2.
Overtime-2 can be used in conjunction with Overtime-1, with Overtime-1 being calculated
first.
NB: When you create a new Daily Rule, Overtime-2 will be set up with rate 1 flowing to
rate 1, Rate 2 to Rate 2 etc, which causes Overtime-2 to have no effect. Be aware that
when you clone a Daily Rule, the Overtime-2 settings will be copied from the old rule to
the new rule, so you may need to check and adjust the settings.

Making Edits and Overtime-2
Normally, edits to Times or Hours on a timesheet take precedence over calculated values.
However, in certain circumstances this is not desirable and the System | System Setup |
General tab option 'Add Edits Before Overtime-2' controls this.
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Take, as an example a case where:
Hours worked up to 07:00 hours is paid at the basic rate
Hours worked over 07:00 is paid at Overtime

In the timesheet segment below, the employee working a 9 to 5 rule has had an afternoon
holiday of 04:00 hours booked but has worked a 'long' morning. Overtime 2 is calculated,
then the edit is applied, resulting in a total of 9 hours being paid at basic. To make matters
a little more complex, the system has also reduce the hours worked by 1 hour because the
employee didn't clock out at lunchtime, and the Daily Rule is set to assume a one hour
break in this instance.

Add Edits Before Overtime-2 unticked

In the segment below, the edit is applied first, adding the 4 hours holiday to the 5 hours
worked giving 9 hours. Then the Overtime-2 rule is applied and the 9 hours is split into 7
basic and 3 overtime. The 4:00 Holiday is shown for information and is not added into the
total for the week.

Add Edits Before Overtime-2 ticked

Rounding Tab

Schedules menu - Daily Rules - Rounding Tab
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When an employee clocks IN, he/she is allowed to be late by the number of 'Grace'
minutes (you can set this to zero). If this Grace Time is exceeded the employee is deemed
late and the IN time is adjusted forward to the nearest Increment time.
In a similar way, Grace Out allows an employee to clock OUT a few minutes early before
docking extra time for early departure.
For example, if the Grace IN time is set to 3 (minutes) and the Increment IN is set to 15
(minutes):
Clock IN at 09:03 will be adjusted back to 09:00 (3 minutes late arrival allowed).
Clock IN at 09:04 will be adjusted forward to 09:15 (11 minutes deducted for excessive late
arrival).
Clock IN at 08:55 will be adjusted forward to 09:00 (In time 'rounded' to quarter of an
hour)
Similarly, if Grace OUT is set to 5 (minutes) and Increment OUT is set to 10 (minutes):
Clock OUT at 16:55 will be adjusted to 17:00 (up to 5 minutes leaving early allowed).
Clock OUT at 16:54 will be adjusted to 16:50 (10 minutes deducted for excessive early
leaving).
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Clock OUT at 17:03 will be adjusted to 17:00 (OUT time 'rounded' to ten minutes)
If you do not want to allow any Grace time, set Grace to 0.
If you do not want to apply rounding, set the Increment to 0.
Double Deduct: If you tick the 'Double Deduct' box, the employee is doubly penalised for
being late during the time band. Not only is the IN clocking rounded but the number of
minutes late is also deducted. For instance, with 3 minutes Grace and 15 minutes
Rounding the following results will be achieved with 'Double Deduct':
09:02 rounds to 09:00
09:04 rounds to 09:19
09:10 rounds to 09:25
It follows that you will need to ensure Double Deduct is turned off in the period before the
Normal Start Time.

The Rounding is set up as a part of each Daily Rule. You can set up to 4 time bands per day
for IN and OUT times to allow different rules around normal Start and Finish times and
break times. Any times not included in a Rounding Band are not subject to Rounding. Don't
forget you can 'Clone' Daily Rules so you don't have to set up every parameter whenever
you create a new rule.
When you hover the mouse pointer over a time on the timesheet, the tool tip text
indicates the rounding rules applied (if any).
Break Band Tab

Schedules menu - Daily Rules - Break Band Tab
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Break Band Disable: A Break Band has no effect if the 'From' and 'To' times are the same
(e.g. Break Band 2-4 above).
Break Band Rate: If the Break Band lies wholly within a programmed Rate Band as defined
by Overtime-1, the system deducts the break at the prevailing rate. In the case where a
Break Band overlaps 2 Rate Bands, you can specify at which Rate to deduct the Break.
Don't Deduct Part Day: Where an employee works only part of a full day, arriving during a
break, you can choose to pay or not pay the part of the time worked in the break. For
example, say an employee normally works 09:00 to 17:00 with 1 hour unpaid lunch from
12:00 to 13:00. If they arrive to work at 12:30, do you wish to pay them 04:00 hours or
04:30? Tick the box to pay 04:30 (i.e. don't deduct the break).
Penalty Break: If a Break Band is set up, Paid or Unpaid, and no clocking takes place in the
break band then the system deducts the Penalty Break. This can be switched off by making
the Penalty break time "00:00".
Flexible Break: This tick-box modifies the action of the Penalty Break. If the break is
clocked the Penalty Break is deducted if longer than the break clocked.
As an example, assume:
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Break Band 12:00 to 13:00
Break Allowed 00:30
Penalty Break 01:00
No Rounding
Start 09:00, Finish 17:00

'Flexible Break' unticked
IN OUT IN OUTBASI
C
09:0 17:0
07:0
0
0
0
09:0 12:0 12:2 17:0 07:3
0
0
0 0 0
09:0 12:0 12:3 17:0 07:2
0
0
5 0 5

'Flexible Break' ticked
IN OUT IN OUTBASI
C
09:0 17:0
07:0
0
0
0
09:0 12:0 12:2 17:0 07:0
0
0
0 0 0
09:0 12:0 12:3 17:0 07:0
0
0
5 0 0

Comment
Break not clocked, Penalty Break of 01:00 deducted
Break of 00:20 taken, deduct 00:30 break
Break of 00:35 taken, deduct 00:35

Comment
Break not clocked, Penalty Break of 01:00 deducted
Break of 00:20 taken, Penalty Break of 01:00 deducted
Break of 00:35 taken, Penalty Break of 01:00 deducted

Break Infringements: Infringements are created when an employee clocks OUT Before or
IN After a Break Band or takes too long a break (Break Overrun).
Conditional Break: You can make the break be conditional upon the employee being
clocked IN at a certain time.
Break Rounding: Rather than rounding the Times a break is clocked, you can round the
Hours taken in the break.

Using the Grace and Round parameters of the Break, which are both in Minutes, you can
round the actual break taken.
For example, using 3 minutes Grace and 10 minute rounding, the following results would
be calculated for the break:

Break taken (mins)
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up to 10
11
12
13
14

10
10
10
10
20

Note: In calculating the Break Taken the Rounded Times are used, so in most cases you will
need to turn off Times Rounding near the break band so that the clocking times are not
rounded.
The Break Rounding selector on the System | System Setup | General tab modifies the way
the Break Rounding works when the Break is Paid and the Break overruns.
Consider the following example where:
Times Rounding is turned off;
35 minute Paid Break between 12:00 and 13:00;
Break Rounding 3 minutes Grace, 15 minute Round.
With System Setup to Break Rounding='Round Break Taken', the Break Taken is Rounded
first:
IN

OUT IN

OUTBASI
C
09:0 12:0 12:3 17:0 07:5
0
2
9 0 0
09:0 12:0 12:4 17:0 07:5
0
2
1 0 0

Comment
37 minute break rounds to 45 minutes which is 10 minutes over
35 so deduct 10 minutes
39 minute break rounds to 45 minutes which is 10 minutes over
35 so deduct 10 minutes

With System Setup to Break Rounding='Round Break Result', the Difference between Break
Allowed and Break Taken is rounded. This results in the hours worked for the day being a
multiple of the Round parameter.
IN

OUT IN

OUT BASI Comment
C
09:0 12:0 12:3 17:0 08:0 37 minute break is 2 minutes over the 35. 2 minutes rounds to 0
0
2 9
0
0
so deduct 0 minutes
09:0 12:0 12:4 17:0 07:4 39 minute break is 4 minutes over the 35. 4 minutes rounds to
0
2 1
0
5
15 so deduct 15 minutes

Break After Tab
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Schedules menu - Daily Rules - Break After Tab

Where employees breaks do not fall into precisely defined time bands it may be impossible
to use Break Bands. In this case Focus can apply Break rules after the employee has
worked a certain amount of time.
Focus provides for four breaks, each with several options which allow you to specify how
the breaks will be applied. This feature can be used in conjunction with the Break Bands.
Break Band calculations are applied first, followed by the Break After rules.
Disable this feature by setting the 'Deduct at Rate' to 0 (default)
If the employee does not take a break in the specified period a Penalty Break is deducted.
In the example above, after 6 Hours, if the employee has not taken a break, 20 minutes is
deducted. The deduction is made gradually after the 06:00. With the setting above, the
following timesheet is produced.
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So the employee accumulates time up to 06:00, then the next 00:20 is not paid, and after
06:20, time is again accumulated.
If the employee does clock for a break, there are 3 options you can select, depicted under
'Break Clocked'.
Deduct Longer of 'Allowed' and 'Clocked'
This deducts any break that the employee clocks. If this is not as long as the Break Allowed
then the total 'Break Allowed' is deducted. Note that when the Break Allowed is deducted
it is done so progressively as in the case of the Penalty Break.
Deduct 'Allowed' as well as 'Clocked'
In this case, the employee is not expected to clock for a break, so the Break Allowed will be
added to any break that the employee clocks.
Deduct 'Clocked'
This has the effect of not applying a Break and pays the employee the hours worked. Note
that the penalty Break still applies if the employee does not take a break.

Bonus Tab

Schedules menu - Daily Rules - Bonus Tab
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The Bonus Tab allows you to apply an Attendance or Shift Bonus when this Daily Rule is
worked.
For each of the four rules the user can set a trigger point for the total hours worked on the
shift before the Bonus is paid. Then the Bonus is paid as a number of hours at one of the 6
rates of pay.
To set an Attendance Bonus, where time is given for working on the shift, set the 'Hours
Worked' to 00:00.
Exceptions Tab

Schedules menu - Daily Rules - Exceptions Tab
The Exceptions Tab is where you can customise how Focus generates an Exception on
hours worked above or below the expected level.
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In the example above an Exception is generated is the employee works less than 7 hours,
or if the employee works more than 30 minutes overtime.
Script Tab

Schedules menu - Daily Rules - Script Tab
Ticking the Advanced Daily Rule tick-box on the System Setup | General tab exposes the
Script tab.
This allows the writing of Daily Rule Scripts to cover eventualities not possible within the
Graphical User Interface.
Please refer to your Installer for help writing Scripts for Focus.
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Daily Rules Import/Export

It is possible to create a master copy of the Rules in an Excel spreadsheet. However, this
uses the Console and is an extremely advanced feature.
Please speak to your Installer about enabling this feature if required.

Work Schedules

Schedules menu - Work Schedules
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Each Employee can be allocated to a Work Schedule on the Rules Tab of the Employee
screen.
The Work Schedule allows you to specify how Daily Rules are combined. You can specify a
choice from 5 Daily Rules per day for Focus LIte, more for Pro and Enterprise. In the
example above, if an employee clocks around 08:00 on Monday, they will be put onto the
'08:00 to 17:00 Works A' shift. If they clock around 16:00, they will be Automatically
Allocated to the '16:00 to 25:00' shift. Allocating an employee to a shift means that the
rules for that shift (rounding, breaks, overtime etc.) are applied to that set of clockings. An
employee's IN time must fall within the 'Auto Allocate' time band of the Daily Rule to be
selected by the timesheet calculation.
If an employee is scheduled for any shift in the column 'Schedule A', they are expected to
work that day, and if they do not clock in they are marked as Absent by the system. If they
can optionally work on a day, put them in columns other than the first column. In the
example, the employee is not expected to work on Saturday or Sunday, but if they do clock
IN the system will try to allocate them to the daily Rule '08:00 to 12:00'.
To clear an employee's Daily Rule, select the Default Rule from the drop down list.
If the system can't match a clock IN time to a Daily Rule it will put the employee onto the
Default Daily Rule and flag an Exception.
If an employee is not allocated to a Work Schedule or a Rota, they will be put on the
Default Daily Rule when they clock.
Rotating Shifts: In the example, a 7 day schedule is specified, i.e. weekly. But you can
choose any number of days (up to 400) for the pattern to repeat. If you pick a cycle other
than 7 days, you will be prompted for a date for the pattern to start.
Offset Employees: In the Employee Screen, once an employee has been assigned a Work
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Schedule, the option to give them an Offset value will appear:

This is used to apply the same Work Schedule to employees starting their work period on
different days, without having to create a new Schedule for each instance. For example, if
you had a number of staff working a four days on, four days off system, then you would
give the second group an Offset of 4 days. This will apply the same rules at the same
relative time.

Weekly Rules

Schedules menu - Weekly Rules
Weekly Rules are adjustments to overtime worked at the end of each week.

Weekly Limit: allows you to pay at a higher rate after a set number hours have been
worked in the week.
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Weekly Clawback: ensures overtime is not paid until an employee has accrued a minimum
number of hours at a lower rate.
Both of these features can be turned off by unchecking the relevant boxes.
Weekly Rule Details: This is a free text memo field that is initialised with the date the rule
was created and by whom. You can use it to record reasons and dates of changes.
Basic/Script Tabs: If 'Advance Weekly Rules' is enabled in System Setup, you will be able to
set both the Basic Rules described above as well as more complex textual Scripts to cope
with more unusual scenarios. (Enterprise & Pro only)

Flexitime Period Rules

Schedules menu - Flexitime Period Rules
Focus implements any number of Flexitime strategies on the same system. Flexitime can
be used alongside standard rules for overtime. Flexitime Periods can be specified as
virtually any number of weeks or months.
Flexitime operates as follows:
On a daily basis Focus uses the Work Schedule to determine which Daily Rule to use. It
then compares the Daily Rule's 'Flex Deduct Hours' parameter with the actual hours
worked at RATE 1 to update the Flex Balance. At the beginning and end of the Flex Period
it applies the rules defined within the employee's Flexitime Period.
Extra, Flexitime specific, information is shown on the timesheet when an employee works
flexitime.
To understand how a Daily Rule is programmed for Flexitime, consider the following
example:
Contracted hours: 07:30 hours per day
Core Times: 10:00 - 12:00, 14:00 - 16:00
Flexible Times: 07:00 - 10:00, 12:00 - 14:00, 16:00 - 18:30
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Maximum Lunch Break is 2 hours, Minimum Lunch Break is 30 minutes.
Set up the Daily Rule as follows and call it FX1:
Set the Flex Deduct Hours to 07:30. This is the 'contractual' amount of time that should be
worked on this daily rule.
Set the Start Time and End Time to define the Core Time:
Start Time = 10:00
End Time = 16:00
This will cause Focus to create an infringement if the employee does not work during the
core time.
On the General Tab set:
Normal Rate = Rate 1, to accrue hours worked between 10:00 and 16:00 at Rate 1.
You can set the Target Hours to cause the system to initiate a 'Target Hours (System)'
exception if the employee fails to work the amount of time specified by the core time, in
this case 4 hours.

Next, Programme Lunch as a break of 30 minutes, unpaid, between 12:00 and 14:00.

The Penalty break will subtract 30 minutes if the employee does not clock for the break.
Then, set up the flexible portions of the day before and after the core time using the
Overtime 1 Tab. In this example, the employee can work from 07:00 to 10:00 and from
16:00 to 18:30. Set up the Overtime rules as follows:
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This allows up to 3 hours before the core time and 2:30 after the core time. Specify Rate 1
to ensure the time worked counts toward flexitime.
Once you have programmed the Daily Rule(s) you build them into a Work Schedule in the
usual way. Note that you can have different daily rules making up a flexitime work pattern.
In the Work Schedule below different flex rules apply Monday to Thursday to those which
apply on Friday. Maybe the core time is different or the Flex Target (contracted hours) is
not as high. Note also that if the employee works at the weekend, another set of rules is
applied that could, for instance, pay worked hours at standard overtime rates (Rate 2, Rate
3 etc.).

All that's left to do now is to set up the Flexitime Period Rules. These determine the length
of time the period runs and starting and finishing adjustments.
Viewing a typical Flexitime Group definition:
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In this example, the period is set for 1 Month. The period is defined as a number of Weeks
or Months, a month being a calendar month. Common options are, for instance:
1 week
4 weeks
13 weeks (1 'quarter')
52 weeks (1 'year')
1 month
3 month (1 true quarter)
12 months (1 true year)
The start date determines the date on which one period ends and the next begins.
Start Balance: The system can be set to initialise the Flexitime Balance to a preset value at
the start of the Flex Period.
Carry Over: At the end of the Flex Period the system can limit the Maximum and Minimum
Positive and Negative hours balance to be carried over to the next period. In most
common scenarios there is no carry over in which case all 4 parameters are set to 0 (the
default for a New rule). But you can decide to allow a part of any accrued balance to be
kept.
Balances During Period: Similarly, and of special relevance when the Flex Period covers a
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lengthy period of time, you may set the system up to maintain the Flexitime balance within
set limits of Maximum Positive and Maximum Negative hours.

Flexitime Period Advanced

Schedules menu - Flexitime Period Rules
The Advanced Tab allows you to further configure the way the Flexitime Group behaves:

Column Control: You can specify which column on the Timesheet the system uses to
display its calculations for Flexitime, as well as the text to be shown for the columns'
headings. The 'Deduct' column is the hours contracted to be worked for that shift for that
day. The 'Balance' column is the running Flexitime Balance, and the 'Daily' column is the
balance for the day which is the difference between Contracted Hours and Worked Hours.
Type: You can specify whether the balance is treated as hours 'owed' to the employee or
as hours 'owed' to the employer. This is the difference between traditional flexitime where
an increasing balance can be exchanged for time off, and a system of 'Banked Hours'
where an employee owes so many hours of worked time to the employer in lieu of
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overtime.
You can specify which Flex information to show on the timesheet and the column position
in which to show it.

Flexitime Timesheet

When an employee is allocated to a Flexitime shift the timesheet shows extra information
relating to the management of flexitime.

The example above shows a timesheet for an employee working on a Flexitime Rule which
has been called '4 Weekly' and has a period of 1 Calendar Month. The week shown is for
16th January, the period starts on the 1st and ends on the 31st.
The columns for rates 4, 5, and 6 have been set up in the Flexitime Period Rule for 'Deduct'
(The set amount of hours to be deducted as standard), 'Daily' (Daily Balance) and
'Balanc' (running period balance).
Considering the hours for Wednesday: Hours worked is 07:15. Hours Contracted is 07:30
so the Daily Balance is -00:15. Added to the previous day's Period Balance of 03:00
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becomes 02:45
Note that the schedule being used is 'Flexitime Weekdays' which specifies a different rule
on Friday (FXF) when the employee is contracted to work less hours. Also overtime worked
at the weekend does not affect the flexi balance.
The information above the timesheet analyses the figures for the flex period (left hand
side) and the flex week (right hand side)

Shifts over Midnight

Timesheet Depiction of Clockings over Midnight
The Timesheet shows clocking times grouped together into shifts, with total hours
calculated for the shift on the same row. This helps to understand how the times make up
the hours. The timesheet displays clockings for the 7 days of the week, starting with
whichever day you have set as your Week Start Date. The problem with shifts over
midnight is that they span 2 days of the week, so the question that arises is which day of
the week to put the times and totals against - is it the first day or the second day? The
answer is that you have a choice and you can set it up on an individual Daily Rule basis.
In reading the timesheet you need to be aware that when, say, Monday has a time of
22:00 next to it, this could be 22:00 on Monday or on Sunday depending on whether you
have set the daily Rule to put the hours to the 1st day or 2nd day respectively. The
timesheet status box will tell you when you hover the mouse over the time the actual date
of the clocking so you need be in no doubt.
With shifts over midnight you have to be extra careful when adding times to the
timesheet. Because of the reason above, when you click on an empty cell to add a time,
the default date may not be the one you are expecting. You need to check this and
optionally change it when you add the new clocking. Don't forget, when you add or edit a
clocking you can change the Time, In/Out status, Reason and Date.
The timesheet will always display clockings in chronological order.
With shifts over midnight you need to make use of the tools and indicators available on
the timesheet to make sure that you get the results you are expecting.
Working over Midnight
The choice you make for allocating hours on the Daily Rule to the 1st or 2nd day also
affects how you set up the Work Schedule. Consider the following Work Schedule:
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The Work Schedule specifies a single Daily Rule (WKS3) on which the hours of work are
from 16:00 to 01:00.
Note that the Work Schedule specifies the day the hours are allocated to, not the day the
shift starts. In this respect the day that the hours are allocated to on the timesheet match
the days on the Work Schedule.
Daily Rule Hours go to the First Day: If you programme the Daily Rule to direct the
worked hours to the First Day, the timesheet will place the 15:53 IN clocking on Monday
afternoon against Monday on the timesheet. Friday totals (04:30) in the example are
highlighted as a Target Hours (System) Exception. All clockings correctly allocate to the
WKS3 shift.

Daily Rule Hours go to the Second Day: In this case, although the shift starts at 16:00, the
hours accrued are allocated to the next day. So the Work Schedule above expects the
employee to start work for the week on Sunday night at 16:00, and the hours for that shift
would accrue to Monday. Put another way, for hours to accrue to Monday, the employee
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has to clock IN on Sunday afternoon. If the timesheet were calculated with the Work
Schedule and times above, but the Daily Rule set up to put hours on the 2nd day, we
obtain the following result:

In this case, as the employee did not clock on Sunday afternoon 5th February, he/she has
no hours for Monday and is marked as Absent on Monday.
The 15:53 IN time against Tuesday is the clock IN on Monday at 15:53.
The 15:49 IN time against Friday is a clock IN on Friday at 15:49. Because the employee is
not Scheduled to come to work on Saturday, there is no shift to autoallocate to and the
totals are calculated using the default shift for Friday. This means the employee is working
2 shifts on Friday, WKS3 and DEF and the totals for the 2 shifts combined are put against
Friday.
If the employee had been scheduled to optionally work the same shift on Saturday as
below:

the half day at the end of the week would have been allocated to Saturday:
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Rota

Schedules menu - Rota

Shortcut Button
Use the Rota option if your employees' hours of work do not fit regular repeating patterns.
Select a Group of employees and schedule the Daily Rules they will be working on a given
day. The Timesheet then applies these rules to the clocked times.

The Form Controls
Select Emp
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loyee Group
Sort the Employee by First Name, Last Number or Custom Order. Each
User can define their own Custom Order by clicking on the Employee
Name and dragging the row to a new location. When the Rota is Saved,
the Custom Order will be Saved for the current User
Cost Centre Selector. When scheduling a Daily Rule with no Cost
Centre, the Cost Centre can be assigned on the Rota.
Move the 7 day display Backward and Forward by one day.
Shows the Hours worked per day by the Group and the Hours worked
per Week by the Employee
If the User has rights to see monetary values and the 'Cost' display
option is ticked, shows the Gross Pay for the Day or Employee. This is
calculated as:
Hours X Employee Gross Pay X Rate Multiplier

Rota Reporting
Select the arrow in the top left of the screen to be presented with the Rota
Reporting options.
Colour
This gives you a printer ready version of the rota as you see it on the screen.
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Mono
A Mono report holds the same information as a colour report, without the user defined
colour indicators.

Advanced
The Advanced option creates a dialogue box which allows you to design a custom report.
You can choose multiple groups, costs centres and spacing, along with options to show
empty rows, absences and colours.
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Hourly
Perhaps the most powerful of the Rota Reports is the Hourly report. This allows you to see
at a glance how many staff are working at any given time. There are options to break this
down by day, hour, half or quarter hour, and also viewing options that range from a day to
an entire month.

Programming
Fixed Daily Rules

There are several ways to program fixed Daily Rules into the Rota.
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The first of these is to Left Click the cell and select from a list of Daily Rules offered. The
User will be offered a shortened selection of Rules which will be Rules that the Employee
has been allocated before. Click on More... to expose more Rules to select from. Click the
blank (empty) Rule to clear the selection from the cell. Alternatively, Right Click the cell
and choose 'Clear Schedule'.
Add a second Rule (e.g. Split Shift) by Right Clicking the cell and selecting 'Add Daily Rule'.
The second method is to Drag and Drop Daily Rules from the tree view on the left of the
Rota. If the tree view is not open, click
below the tree view area, or select
Schedules | Daily Rules from the main menu. To make the Drag and Drop process clearer,
select 'Simple Rota View' on the System | Setup screen to show only Daily Rules in the T&A
Rules tree view. This will unclutter the tree view and show only Daily Rules in the tree
view, when you are viewing the Rota screen.
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Template Rule

If your business uses very many different Start and Finish times, it may become time
consuming to define a separate Daily Rule for each circumstance.
Focus allows you to define a Template Rule (or General Rule), and then you simply type in
the Start and Finish times directly into the Rota cell. Left Click the cell and start typing a
time to expose the data entry control.

The Template Rule is set up as a normal Daily Rule, given a Name, and selected in the
Employee | Rules tab 'Rota Template Rule' selector.

Creating the Daily Rule for Rotas
In the following example, a client is using the rota tool to staff the bar area of a hotel. He
knows that the start and finish times will vary, as will the lengths of the shifts, with some
employees working for just a few hours a day (lunch time rush etc) and others working
longer or even split shifts. If employees work for more than five hours they will receive a
thirty minute break at some point during their day.
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The Daily Rule can be set up to deal with a 'standard' day, and then Focus will use the Rota
to apply the rule in a sensible fashion.

The start and end time aren't massively important - Focus will use the times you enter into
the rota and apply the logic from this rule. In this example, we have made a 'standard' shift
run from 0900 to 1700
By setting Standard Hours to 00:00 we are saying there is no set amount of hours
employees are expected to work - again, this will be dictated by the Rota.
Now for the Overtime Tab:

In this example we don't want staff to be paid a different rate for any reason - all time will
be paid at the basic rate. We could, however, set rules to increase the rate based on a
certain amount of hours worked. If we set the rate to increase after 17:00, then Focus
would apply this increase at the end of any eight hour shift, regardless of when it started.
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Break After

As mentioned above we want any staff member who works more than five consecutive
hours to take a 30 minute unpaid break. This rule will be applied whenever the employee
works for over five hours regardless of when their shift starts.
Infringements
Now the Timesheets will show Infringements based not on the rule but on the rota. In the
example above, if an employee clocked in at 09:45 with standard scheduling then the
timesheet would declare a Late infringement.
However if that staff member was rota'd on to start at 10:00, then there would be no
Infringement.
Other Rule Elements
You can apply other rule elements in the same way. In Rounding, for example, any grace
period you set will be applied for the time the employee is due to start according to the
rota, rather than the rule.
The Rota Rule gives Focus the base logic it needs to work out breaks, overtime, rounding
and pay for staff rota'd at any time of the day.
Multi-Cell Editing

A User can Copy and Paste from a selected area to the same sized selection within the
Rota.
Selections can be:
Single Cell;
Row;
Column;
'x' Rows by 'y' Columns;
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Entire Rota (select top left cell).
Copy and Paste are chosen from the Right-Click menu.
Also on this menu, a User can populate a selected group of cells from a Work Schedule:

Absences

Absences can be added by Right Clicking on the day for the Employee at which point the
Edit Absence Form will appear:
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Display Options

Several Display Options modify the appearance of the display:

Group
Colour:

Each employee can belong to up to 5 Groups, of which one Group is the
'Primary Group'. This option colours the Employee cell with the colour of
the employee's Primary Group.

Rates:

Causes the Hours for each Employee to be summed for each Rate of Pay
that the Daily Rules accrue hours to.

Total:

Shows a 'Total Hours' Column, which can be shown as well as, or instead of,
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the Rates Columns.
Cost:

Creates a monetary Cost of the Hours Worked by multiplying the Hours by
the Employee Hourly Rate by the multiplier for each Rate. i.e. Employee
Gross Pay for the week.

Inc.
Absence:

Includes the Hours and Costs of Absences booked in the sums above.
Ticking this box causes the Hours and Cost to indicate the true Cost to the
business. Unticking the box means that the figures show the 'productive'
costs.

Show Other See Multi-Group Membership
Groups:
Other
Group
Totals:

See Multi-Group Membership

Multi-Group Membership

An employee may belong to up to 5 Groups.
Their working hours could be scheduled by the Supervisor of any of the Groups of which
they are a Member.
If Supervisor A schedules working for an Employee, Supervisor B will be able to see this
(cell background is grey) but not edit it.

This is the view seen by the Restaurant Manager as he sets the Rota for the week. The
Daily Rules in grey show the days Rota'd for the Employee in a different group. Hovering
over the cell will show the Group and Cost Centre they are scheduled to. The Bar Manger
cannot edit these Daily Rules. (But he could add Daily Rules for the same day).
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The meaning of the remaining Display Option tick boxes is:
Show
Other
Groups:

If ticked, show the Daily Rule for Employees (greyed out) when they are
working in another group.

Other
Group
Totals:

If ticked, include in the employees' total hours those hours worked in other
groups. I.e if ticked, shows the employees' total hours. If unticked, shows
hours worked for this Group.

Quantities

A System Option enables the use of 'Quantities' in the Rota. This is the 'Rota Quantities'
tick box on the System Setup | General tab:
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This is used to allocate a number of products made in a day and show the Hours and Cost
per unit.

When 'Rota Quantities' are enabled the 3 extra rows show at the bottom of the display:
Quantity: Double Click to enter the
Number of Items produced.
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Items per Items divided by Total Hours
Hour:
Cost per
Item:

Day Cost divided by Items

Budget

If you enable the Rota Budget feature on the System | Setup | General tab, and you have
access rights to see Costs and you have the 'Cost' Display Option selected on the Rota, you
can set a Budget Cost on the Rota.

Double click the bottom right cell and enter monetary value. At the bottom of the Total
column you can now see the percentage of your budget that you are using.

Here one more shift has been added, pushing you over budget. The cost and percentage
have now turned red.
You can still save the Rota if you are over budget. The tool is used more to help you plan
and track spending on staff.
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Calendar

Focus Version: Please note that Focus Lite users only have Read access to the Calendar.
Professional and Enterprise users can Read and Write to the Calendar.
Absences menu - Calendar

Shortcut Button
This screen provides a 'Year to View' Absence Calendar for an employee and allows you to
view and book holidays and absences.

The screen analyses Holidays taken as well as booked but not taken as of the current date.
Note that the Holiday Start Date can be any day of the year and is set up individually in
the Employee menu - Holidays tab. The days indicated in red with a strike through are rest
days as defined by the Work Schedule. The Roster is presently not shown on the calendar.
You can filter the display using the tick boxes in the bottom right corner.
Hovering over the calendar displays details of the Daily Rule planned/worked and any
absence booked in the tool tip text and in the status panel.
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Navigating from the calendar
Right click on a Cell in the Calendar to navigate to the Employee screen, the Employee's
Timesheet for the date selected, or to the Daily Rule for the date selected.

Booking Absences on the Calendar
To book an absence on the Calendar, left click a cell or click and drag to highlight a block of
cells.
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You can book a single Date or a range of Dates. You can set the Reason, hours to Add To or
Replace any worked hours, and add a comment. The Comment becomes part of the
Absence Periods Report. When booking a range of dates you can elect to omit noncontractual days (e.g. Saturday and Sunday) by ticking the 'Only Scheduled Days' box.
You choose to Add Hours to those worked, Replace any Hours Worked, or book hours that
would have been worked (from schedule). In the latter case, the hours will be booked in
the quantity and rate specified in the Daily Rule 'Standard Hours' and 'Normal Rate' (on
the General Tab).
The Group Frame at the bottom of the booking screen allows you to specify a single
Employee, a Group of Employees, or All Employees. Use the
Delete Button to cancel
any booked absences. All changes are logged in the system Audit Trail.
The 'Days Sick' is the number of days sick taken to date for the holiday year.
Click on the
report.

button for a colour report facsimile of the screen, or

Definitions

Absences menu - Definitions
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When you edit an employee's Clocking Times or Calculated Totals, or book time away from
work for an employee, you allocate an Absence Reason so that the system can analyse the
changes and generate reports.
This screen defines the Absence Reason:

Name and Colour: You define the Name of the absence e.g. Holiday and the colour used in
various reports. You may find it useful to group similar types of absence by colour. Eg.
Public Holidays in blue, sicknesses in green etc. This will help when is comes to view the
Absence Calendar and Availability screens.
Default Hours: When you book an absence the system supplies the Default Hours as the
Chapter 8 Absences
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suggested duration to book. You may override this at the time of booking.
Absence Type: Select from Full Day or Half Day Holiday, Public Holiday, Sick and Normal, or
any of the User Defined Absence Types
Excluded Day for Working Time Directive: An Excluded Day for the purpose of the
Working Time Regulations is a day when the employee is not working. As such, the day is
not included in working out the average hours worked over the reference period. For
instance, holidays and sickness reasons would be excluded days, but Company Service
would not.
Calculation Type and Rate: You can programme the system to 'Add' hours to any worked
during the day, 'Set' the number of hours (overriding and hours worked', or book the
number of hours the employee was due to work 'From the Schedule'.
Allow on Hours: Check this box if the User is allowed to book this reason when editing
hours worked.
Allow on Clocking: Check this box if the User is allowed to book this reason when editing
times clocked.
Allow Requests: Controls the behaviour the Self Service module. Allows employees to
specify this type of absence when requesting time off from work using the Self Service
module.
Confidential: Controls the behaviour the Self Service module.When an employee uses the
Self Service module to view his work group's availability, any employee who has an
absence booked with the Confidential box ticked will have the absence shown only as
'Unavailable'. i.e. the actual absence reason will not be shown to other employees.

Rates: Controls which Rates of Pay can be used to book this kind of Absence. e.g. in the
example above, the Company uses Rate 5 for Sickness Hours, so Back Problems, which is an
Absence Reason of Type 'Sick -Paid' can only be booked at Rate 5. Also, this definition is set
up so that the Absence cannot be allocated to an edit of an employee's clocking time.

Availability

Important Note: Lite users only have Read access to Availability. Pro and Enterprise users
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can Read/Write.
Absences menu - Availability

Shortcut Button

This screen shows a monthly view of employees' absence bookings within a Group.

You can select the absence types to be included in the totals - Holiday, Sick, Bank Holiday
and Other and you can elect to view the totals and the graph as numbers Absent or
numbers Available.
Reports available from the drop down list

show the results in three different views:

Text Shows one month's results as a textual report.
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Week A week-at-a-view with details of Absence reasons.

Month Graphical month view with colour key for absences.
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The User can set up absences on the Availability view in the same way as on the Calendar.

Password

User menu - Password
When a New User is set up they are allocated a User Name, a Password, and a set of
System Access Attributes by the System Supervisor. The User needs to provide the Name
and Password to Log in to use the system. Once logged in, the user may change his/her
own password (The System Supervisor cannot change and does not know the User's
Password once it has been changed). When the System Supervisor creates a new User the
password for that User is automatically set to the same word as the chosen User Name.
It is important for the user to protect their password as sensitive changes that a user may
make (such as modifying clocking times on a timesheet) are attributed to that user and
logged in the Audit Log against that user.
Password Strength
Your system can be setup to require certain levels of password strength:
Minimum Length
Amount of capital letters
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Amount of numbers
Amount of non alpha-numeric characters (#, !, $ etc)
An expiry date on passwords
How many password changes are needed before a User can reuse an old password
Please speak to your installer about implementing password strength features.

Log In

User menu - Log In
A User, once logged in, can log in again as a New User, providing that User with several
'Aliases'.

Log Out

User menu - Log Out
A User should Log Out if leaving the system unattended for any length of time to prevent
unauthorised use of their Access Rights to the system.
Inactivity Time Out
You can set a time for automatic logout in the System Setup Menu. This is a system wide
feature.
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Workflows

Workflows are essentially queries into the Focus database looking for a set of
circumstances that occur, normally within a specified date range. Focus provides you with
a set of standard Workflows that users customise to meet their requirements. The output
of the Workflow is a list of records meeting the criteria of the query.
Users are able to view Workflows on screen and use them to navigate to the events
requiring their attention. They can also be used to create a printable, exportable Report on
Demand.
Users of Focus Enterprise are also able to set up schedules to email or print the results of
Workflows at any given date and time.
The Workflow module capabilities are summarised as follows:
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System
Lite

Pro

Enterprise

Workflows on
Screen
Reports on
Demand
Scheduled
Email
Scheduled
Printed
Reports
More advanced information about using scripts for Workflows can be found here.
Screen Layout

Click the Workflow icon or enter System | Workflow from the Main Menu.

You can create as many Workflows as you wish.
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Workflows can be shown expanded, where you see the records in a grid...

...or collapsed, where you see the summary only:

You can set the Workflow to automatically revert to the collapsed view if there are no
records, but otherwise show the expanded view.
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A User can set the Workflow Screen to be his/her Welcome screen when they Log In to
Focus via the User | Options form:

Click on the
button to change the order of the Workflows on Screen. This opens
the Re-Order grid where you can drag Workflows to change the order:

Editing

A User can program the traffic lights to turn Red, Yellow or Green depending on the
number of records the Workflow finds.

Important: The first Count figure (10) is the number of records found matching the
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Workflow, and the 2nd figure(183) is the number of employees belonging to the Groups
searched.
Right Click Menu: If your Workflow lists employees, you can right-click on an employee in
the grid to navigate to the Timesheet, Calendar etc.

To Add a Workflow, either right-click the background of the form, or right-click the
background of an existing Workflow:
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Right-clicking the Workflow allows you to Edit or Delete the existing Workflow and to
generate a Report on Demand.
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Clicking Add or Edit opens the Workflow Edit Form:

Use the Workflow Type selector to choose the basic Workflow.

Select a particular Group of employees as the target for the
Workflow, or All the Groups you have access rights to view.
The 'All My Groups' selection works as follows. Suppose you have
rights to see Groups A, B, C and D and you create a Workflow for
'All My Groups'. If another User is able to view this Workflow and
he has rights to see Groups A, C and X, he will see the results of
the Workflow for Groups A, C and X - literally 'All His Groups'. It is
therefore necessary to create only one generic Workflow which is
then applicable to all Focus Users.

Create a Custom Name for the Workflow, rather
than the generic name provided by Focus.

Set the number of times an event must occur before fulfilling the
Workflow. e.g. 'Employees Late In > 3 times in the last month'.
Note that in this case the Workflow lists all instances of lateness
which will be 4 records or more.
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Limit the maximum number of rows that the expanded Workflow
view takes up.

If there a no records found by the Workflow, conserve screen
space by collapsing the Workflow view automatically.

Program the Traffic Light indicator shown on the Workflow.
Here the indicator will show Green when there are 2 records
or fewer. Five or more records causes the indicator to show
Red. Between 2 and 5 shows Yellow.
Note: Workflows usually require attention the more records
there are (e.g. Holidays booked, Overtime worked, Clockings
Late). But there are occasions, such as "Who's In" where a low
number of records would indicate a problem. In these
Workflows, the logic is reversed and the order of the Traffic
Lights is reversed:
Here, 50 or fewer employees clocked In shows the Red traffic
light.

Profiles

To make programming the Workflows efficient for multiple Users you can group Users into
Profiles. All the Users in a Profile will see the same Profiled Workflows which they will
generally be unable to edit. Users may also be able to add their own Private Workflows
subject to having the rights to do so. Set up the Profile Names in the System | System
Setup | Workflow tab:
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Add Users to Profiles in the System | User Setup | Workflow tab:
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Within the Workflow | Edit | Profiles tab, link a Workflow to one or more Profiles.

Note: If you set up a Workflow for an Employee Group and the User has no rights to view
that Group, the Workflow will not return any records for that User.

Using the Profile Selector on the main Workflow screen, a User
can view All his Workflows, all Workflows for a particular Profile
or just the Workflows he has created.
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Note: Workflows you have created are indicated by an asterisk added to the title:

Email

Workflow Email is possible when you run the Workflow Module with Focus Enterprise.
Make sure your Focus Email system is configured.
Provide the Users you wish to receive emails with one or more email addresses in System |
User Setup:
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Separate multiple email addresses with a semicolon.

On the Workflow | Edit | Email tab:

Tick the Enable Email box.

Select Recipients. Group Supervisors are Users who have
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access rights to the Groups in the Workflow. Suppose I
create a Workflow for the 'Drivers' group. Group
Supervisors for the Drivers Group are those Users who have
the Drivers Group ticked in their User Setup. If I select 'All
My Groups' when setting up a Workflow, Focus determines
all the Groups I have access to and emails all the Users who
also have access rights to those groups.

You can elect to send the Workflow results as a list within
the body of the email, or as an attachment in the form of a
printable, exportable Report, or as both. In the drop down
menu you can select the file type or types for the
attachment.

You can also choose whether to include the Status and the
Count in the subject of the email that goes out. This is
useful for seeing stats at a glance, but not as helpful if User
want to have specific filters setup on their email for the
reports coming in.

Schedule the Focus Service to
run the Workflow as many
times as you require.

When the Service runs the Workflow, it determines whether
to send an email based on the number of records the
Workflow returns:
'Always' will always send the email, even if there are no
records.
'Whenever Records' requires at least one record before the
email is sent.
'Amber' will only send an email if the Traffic Light is 'out of
the Green'.
'Red' sends the email only for the most critical level.
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Clicking on the 'Run Now' button will run the
Workflow and send an email to test the system. The
'Last Ran' box shows the date and time when this
Workflow was last executed.
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Email Log
The Email Log keeps a record of when the Workflow runs and whether an email was sent
as a result. The Workflow below is set to email daily at 09:10. Notice the actual email is
sent during the next minute. Click on the summary in the grid to examine the detail of the
email sent.
The status will say:
Timed: The schedule ran and an email was sent;
Unsent: The schedule ran and an email was not sent because there were insufficient
records;
Manual: An email was sent manually by clicking the 'Run Now' button.
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The log retains data for a set number of days:

The number of days can be modified by clicking the 'Change' button:

Print

Creating Scheduled Workflow Printed Reports is possible when running the Workflow
Module with Focus Enterprise.
On the Workflow | Edit | Print tab:
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Make sure the 'Enable Print' tick box is selected

Choose the system Printer you wish
to print the scheduled report

Set the Print Schedule for the times and dates you wish the Report
to be printed.

Set the number of records necessary to trigger the
Printed Report (see email for details)
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Archive

System menu - Archive
See Also: Archive Wizard
To make the system quick and easy to manage you can Archive off those employees whose
details you no longer want to view on a regular basis. This is used, for instance, when an
employee leaves the Company. When their information is no longer regarded as 'current'
they can be sent to the System Archive.
Once Archived, employees no longer appear in the Employee List. At any time, however,
they can be brought back from the Archive by making them Live again and their details can
be viewed in the normal manner.
Many Companies create a 'Leavers' Group which holds employees after they have stopped
clocking but before they are archived. This keeps their records on the system during this
interim period.
Note: Employees should be removed from any terminals where they may be registered
before using the Archive option.
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The Archive screen above presents 2 lists - those employees Current, or 'Live' and those
employees Archived.
The buttons 'Go to Archive' and 'Go to Live' are used to move employees in and out of the
archive. Simply select the employee and click on the button.
When you highlight an employee who is in the 'Archived' list you can either return them to
Current or Delete them. You will find that the system will not allow you to delete
employees who are still registered on the clock.
See Also: Archive Wizard.
Archive By Date

As well as archiving Employees who's information is no longer current, you can Archive old
clockings based on the date of the clocking. This allows Focus to work faster by using
smaller sets of data.
Setting up the Start and End Date of the range causes Focus to count the clockings which
will be Archived. Give the Archive a name and click on 'Go to Archive' to save the clockings.
Clockings may be restored by highlighting the Archive name in the list and selecting 'Go To
Current'. You can delete and Archive if you wish but this operation cannot be undone.
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Self Service Profiles
Enter topic text here.

Audit Log

System - Audit
The Audit Log shows the System User who made the change, the time and date when the
change was made, the employee Payroll Number and Last Name (if the change was to an
employee's timesheet) what the change was and any comments that were attached at the
time by the System User.
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The list can be sorted by any column in ascending or descending order. The default is to
sort the list in descending order of date and time (i.e. lists the most recent first).
The Audit Log also has a Start Date and End Date picker so you can define the historical
range of the listed log.
The

button produces a printable list report of the Log as seen on the screen and the
button allows you to export the Log in any of the 4 available export formats.

From time to time while making changes to the system which would require an event to be
logged you may see this message:

The Audit log contains up to 10,000 entries. To purge the log, go to System | Audit Log,
and click on the
purge button. This will remove all but the last 50 entries from the
Audit Log file. It will also record the user who carried out the Purge operation.

Audit Log Events
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Audit Records created by Focus
Audit Record
Absence Booking Added
Absence Booking Deleted

Absence Booking Deleted
Added Employee Default
Advanced Download
Archive By Date
Audit log purged
Authorise Overtime (Timesheet)

Authorize Overtime (Exceptions)

Clock capacity upgraded
Clock Setting Changed (IP Address)
Clock Setting Changed (Net Mask)
Clock Time Changed
Clocking Deleted
Created Absence Reason
Created Daily Rule
Created Flexitime Rule
Created Weekly Rule
Created Work Schedule
Database Restore Failed
Database Restored
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Employee
Start Date
End Date
Absence Reason
Absence Reason
Start Date
End Date
{Group}
{Employee}
Employee
Start Date
End Date
Absence Reason
Default Name
Connection Name
Start Date
End Date
Count Of New Records
Archive Name
Start Date
End Date
Employee
Date
Total Worked
Amount Authorized
From Rate
To Rate
Reason
Employee
Date
Total Worked
Amount Authorized
From Rate
To Rate
Reason
Connection Name
New Capacity
Old Value
New Value
Old Value
New Value
Connection Name
Old Clock Time
New Clock Time
Employee
Clocking Time
Clocking Type
Date
Reason Name
Rule Name
Rule Name
Rule Name
Schedule Name
File Name
File Name
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System
Delete Archive By Date
Delete Employee Default
Deleted Absence Reason
Deleted Daily Rule
Deleted Edited Total

Deleted Flexitime Rule
Deleted Weekly Rule
Deleted Work Schedule
Download: New employee would exceed
limit
Edited Absence Reason
Edited Daily Rule
Edited Flexitime Rule
Edited Weekly Rule
Edited Work Schedule
Employee brought from Archive
Employee Created
Employee Deleted
Employee Deleted from Clock
Employee moved to Archive
Failed To Send Clocking To Terminal

Fire Alarm Printout generated
Fire Alarm Test Print performed
Granted Holiday Request
Holiday Change

Holiday Request Reinstated
HRX: Badge changed
HRX: Clock Setting Changed BST
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Archive Name
Default Name
Reason Name
Rule Name
Employee
Deleted Total
Rate
Date
Deleted Reason
Rule Name
Rule Name
Schedule Name
Limit
Badge
Old Name
New Name
Old Name
New Name
Old Name
New Name
Old Name
New Name
Old Name
New Name
Employee
Employee Name
Employee
Employee Name
Employee
Badge Number
Employee Name
Fail Type
Employee
Connection
Clocking Time
Clocking Type
Badge Number
Result
Result
Start Date
End Date
{Group}
{Employee}
Employee
Year
Parameter
Old Value
New Value
Start Date
End Date
{Group}
{Employee}
Employee
Old Badge
New Badge
Old Value
New Value
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HRX: Clock Setting Changed Date
HRX: Clock Setting Changed GMT
HRX: Clock Setting Changed Max Shift
Length
HRX: Clock Setting Changed Min In/Out
HRX: Delete From Clock Failed
HRX: Deleted Badge From Clock
HRX: Employee added to the clock
HRX: Upgrade Capacity Failed: Length
Incorrect
Loaded clock from Database
Manual Downloaded Clock
Modem: Call initiated
Refused Holiday Request
Remove Clocking Edit
Renumbering Employee in archive
Report Background Colour
Sent Last Clocking To Terminal

Super User Logged In
System Added Employee
System Setup: Absence Type Deleted
System Setup: Cost Centre Created
System Setup: Cost Centre Deleted
System Setup: Cost Centre Renamed
System Setup: Database Start Date
System Setup: Do/Don't Sum Rates
System Setup: Do/Don't Total Rates
System Setup: Fire Group Deleted
System Setup: Footer Text
System Setup: Group Created
System Setup: Group Deleted
System Setup: Group Renamed
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Old Value
New Value
Old Value
New Value
Old Value
New Value
Old Value
New Value
Connection
Badge Number
Connection
Badge Number
Employee
Badge Number
Failed Upgrade Code

Connection Name
Number Of Records
Downloaded
Telephone Number
Start Date
End Date
{Group}
{Employee}
Employee
Date
Time
Employee
Old ID
New ID
Old Colour
New Colour
Employee
Connection
Clocking Time
Clocking Type
Badge Number
Employee
Badge
Type Name
Cost Centre Name
Cost Centre Name
Old Name
New Name
Old Value
New Value
Rate Number
New Value
Rate Number
New Value
Fire Group Name
Old Value
New Value
Group Name
Group Name
Old Name
New Name
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System Setup: Hours Format
System Setup: Location Deleted
System Setup: Number of Rates changed
System Setup: Profile Deleted (Workflow)
System Setup: Rate Rename
System Setup: Sum Column Now Called
System Setup: Week Start Day
System User Added
System User Deleted
System User Edited
Timesheet Locked
Timesheet Rule Change
Timesheet Rule Change Deleted
Timesheet Unlocked
Timesheet Unlocked
Timesheet: Clocking Created

Timesheet: Clocking Edited

Timesheet: Hours Edit

Unarchive By Date
Updated Employee Default
User Logged In
Workflow Added
Workflow Deleted
Workflow Edited
Workflow Email Disabled
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Old Value
New Value
Location Name
Old Rate Count
New Rate Count
Profile Name
Rate Number
Old Name
New Name
Old Name
New Name
Old Value
New Value
User Name
User Name
User Name
Employee
Date
Employee
Date
Old Daily Rule Code
New Daily Rule Code
Employee
Date
Old Daily Rule Code
Employee
Date
Employee
Date
Employee
Date
New Type
New Time
Reason
Employee
Date
Old Time
New Time
Old Type
New Type
Reason
Employee
Rate
Date
Old Hours
New Hours
Reason
CalcType
Archive Name
Start Date
End Date
Default Name

Workflow ID
Workflow Name
Workflow ID
Workflow Name
Workflow ID
Workflow Name
Workflow ID
Workflow Name
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Workflow Email Enabled
Workflow Printout Disabled
Workflow Printout Enabled

Workflow ID
Workflow Name
Workflow ID
Workflow Name
Workflow ID
Workflow Name

Clock Utilities

System menu - Clock Utilities
The Clock menu gives the System User access to the clocking terminal. As such they will
only function on a PC connected to the clock.
The steps and screenshots in this section refer to the HRX group of terminals. Other
terminal types may have slightly different setup and running options. Speak to your
installer for more information.
Status

System menu - Clock Utilities - Status tab
Clicking on the Status Tab on the Clock Utilities screen allows you to check and set the
main operating parameters of the clocking terminal:
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Firmware: This is the version and release number of the software fitted to the clocking
terminal. Read only.
Terminal ID : This is the unique ID registration number of your clocking terminal. Read
only.
Employee Capacity : The clocking terminal is configured to hold a maximum number of
employees. This may be increased through the Upgrade process. The Employee Capacity
displays the maximum number of employees your clocking terminal is configured to hold.
Read only.
Employee Used : This parameter tells you how many employees are currently registered
on the clock. Read only.
Clockings to Download : Tells you how many clocking records are currently held by the
clocking terminal. Read only.
Date : This is the date held by the clock. Read from the clock and written back if changed
when you click on the 'Send to Clock' button.
Minimum In/Out Minutes : This is the minimum number of minutes allowed between In
and OUT clockings for the same employee. This parameter is used to dissuade employees
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from producing 'nuisance' clockings. This would normally be set to, say, 2 or 5 minutes. If
the employee clocks within this time period they will be presented with a message
informing them they are infringing this rule. This parameter is read from the clock and can
be written back to it if changed.
Maximum Shift Hours : The clocking terminal usually keeps track of whether an employee
is clocking IN or OUT, based on his/her last clocking. If an employee forgets to clock out,
the terminal uses the Maximum Shift Hours parameter to judge that the next clocking is
an IN rather than an OUT. The value of this parameter depends on the expected length of
your maximum period between an IN/OUT sequence, but it would be normal to set this to
around 15 hours. This parameter is read from the clock and written back to it if changed.
Example: If Maximum Shift Hours is set to 15 hours and an employee clocks IN at 06:00, if
he/she next clocks before 21:00 the terminal will judge them to be clocked OUT. If they
clock IN at 06:00 and then next clock any time after 21:00, the terminal will judge that they
forgot to clock out and are, in fact, clocking IN. The Focus software will mark the 06:00
clocking as an infringement with the reason 'Forgot to Clock Out'. The software will also
generate an Exception, 'Target Hours (System)' if you have set the Target Hours for the
Daily Rule corresponding to the 06:00 start time.
Next BST starts & Next GMT starts : The clock is programmed with these dates so it can
automatically make the BST/GMT adjustment during the night on the date concerned.
The clock adjusts the time as follows:
Start of BST:at 02:00 (AM), changes the time to 01:00 (AM)
Start of GMT: at 02:00 (AM), changes the time to 03:00 (AM)
You can set the dates for the changeover anything up to a year in advance. When the clock
makes the adjustment it calculates and saves the date for the next changeover of that time
(BST or GMT) as follows:
Set start of BST to the Last Sunday in March
Set start of GMT to the Last Sunday in October
These dates are read from the clock and are written back to the clock if changed.

Time:

The time is held in a separate frame on the Clock Utilities Status Tab as sending the time to
the clocking terminal takes a degree of care. When you click on the 'Get Status from Clock'
button, this box shows the exact time that the clock shows. This box is not updated unless
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you click on the button again. To set the time on the clocking terminal, enter a time into
the box that is, say, 15 seconds ahead of the current time and when the 15 seconds have
elapsed click on the 'Set Time' button. Note that this sets the time on the clocking terminal
and has no effect on the PC clock.

Employees

System menu - Clock Utilities - Employees tab
This screen allows the System User to directly interrogate the employee data stored on the
clocking terminal.

Navigation Buttons: Using the 'First', 'Previous', 'Next' and 'Last' buttons the user can cycle
through the employee list. Details are displayed in the frame 'Data from the Clock'. Note
that this information is transmitted directly from the clocking terminal.
Delete Employee: An employee can be deleted from the clock using the 'Delete' button
but this should normally be carried out from the Employee screen.
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Load Clock from database: Should your clocking terminal hardware fail and need
replacement, a new clock can be reloaded from the PC database using the 'Load Clock from
Employee Database' button.
Find Badge: Enter a badge number and click on 'Find' to look up a badge number on the
Clock.
Clear Data: The Employees and/or Clockings can be deleted from the clock, but you should
only use these functions under the guidance of your supplier.
Upgrade

System menu - Clock Utilities - Upgrade tab
The clocking terminal comes equipped with the capability of storing information on
('registering') a maximum number of employees. Once this maximum limit is reached you
cannot add more employees without first deleting some. You can increase the employee
capacity with an extra cost upgrade to your terminal which can be carried out by
requesting an upgrade code from your system supplier. See product documentation for
telephone numbers.
You will be asked for the clock serial (ID) number and the new employee capacity you wish
to upgrade to. The serial number and capacity can be found from the Status screen on the
Clock Utilities menu. You will be given a 16 digit upgrade code.
You should enter the Upgrade Code into the screen below and click on the 'Send' button.
All letters should be entered as capitals.

Once the code has been received by the clock and the upgrade completed you will receive
an acknowledgement message from the clock.
You can check the new Status which will confirm the new Employee Capacity and number
of employees used.
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Advanced Download

System menu - Clock Utilities - Download
'Download' is the process of collecting employee clockings from the clocking terminal into
the PC. Day to day the System User should use the Download function on the Times menu.
This single button Download operation collects only new clockings from the clock (i.e.
clockings that have occurred since the last download or since the last scan from the Watch
screen).
The Advanced Download facility in Clock Utilities is provided in case you suspect some
clocking records may have been lost (possibly caused, for instance, by PC power outage
during normal download). Proceed as follows:
Set the Start and End Date of the Download using the Date Selectors.
Click on the 'Count' button and the clock will search its database and count all clocking
records that fall within the date range you have given it.
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Don't worry about duplicating clockings on the PC by carrying out successive Downloads.
Any Clocking Records the PC already has are ignored.

TCP/IP

System menu - Clock Utilities - TCP/IP
To allow the clocking terminal to be used as part of your Ethernet network, it must be
assigned an IP Address by your network administrator.
The Clock Utilities - TCP/IP Tab allows your administrator to inspect and set the IP Address
that is held within the clocking terminal. This would normally be achieved by
communication over the RS-232 link to the PC.
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Setting the IP Address is Password protected to prevent inadvertent modification.
Bells

System menu - Clock Utilities - Bells
The HRX5000 terminal contains 2 relays which may be programmed to operate factory
bells or can be utilised to control access points. The 2 relays may be used to operate 2
different bells. Each relay is independent and can be used for either function. The
HRX3000 terminal does not support this feature.
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The HRX5000 terminal contains 20 Bell Times which can be shared between the two relays.
To view or modify Bell Times, click on the
button which will load the grid with the
rules. To modify a rule, select it from the grid, edit the parameters in the Bell Times frame
and send the rule to the clock using the

button.

Access Control

System menu - Clock Utilities - Access Control
The HRX5000 terminal contains 2 relays which may be programmed as part of an Access
Control scenario. The HRX3000 terminal does not support this feature.
An HRX5000 can control up to 2 doors. The terminal has, for each door:
A Relay to control the Lock;
A Proximity Reader placed next to the Door;
A Door Exit button with time delay;
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A Door Open input.

Each Door has programmable parameters associated with it which can be accessed using
the
button from the Access Control Tab. An HRX5000 Master terminal can hold
the rules for up to 50 Doors.

The Door Rules are stored in the Master HRX5000 and a copy saved in the Focus database
using the 'Write to Disk' button.
To View/Modify a Door Rule, click on the 'Read from Clock' or 'Read from Disk' button to
load the table. Highlight a specific rule in the table which is then transferred into the Door
Rule frame for editing.
Terminal: The number of the Terminal which will hold the Rule. This can be obtained from
the Clock Utilities | Status screen.
Release Time: When a valid card is presented to the Reader next to the Door, the Door
lock will be released for a duration equal to this time.
Exit Delay: Determines the time for which the door will remain unlocked when the Exit
Button is pressed.
Door Ajar Time: An Alarm Record is generated when the door remains Ajar after it has
been unlocked. Currently this Alarm is used only as a record of the event and no action is
taken.
Anti-Passback Time: When an employee uses his/her card to gain access through this door
he/she will not be allowed access again until they have presented their card to another
reader or this predetermined time has passed. Set to zero to disable this feature.
Fire Alarm Release Time: When the Fire Alarm activates it can be programmed to release
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each door. To disable this feature, set the timer to zero. The door stays unlocked while the
Fire Alarm is active, and remains unlocked for the time set after the Fire Alarm condition
returns to normal.
Fire Alarm Status: Granting access to this Door modifies the current employee status for
the Fire Alarm Report. Personnel passing through this access point can be deemed as IN or
OUT for the Fire Report, or can have no effect.
As each Door Rule is edited, you can use 'Send' to send it to the HRX5000. On completion
of editing, use the 'Write to disk' to save a copy in the Focus database.
Having set up the Rules for each door, the actual Access Rules can be defined. These Rules
define the time bands during which different Access Groups will be granted Access to
through the Door. The Rules are obtained from the clock, modified and sent back as with
the Door rules.

An HRX5000 Master can hold up to 200 Access Control Rules. The Rules can are sent to the
terminal and a copy saved in the Focus database in the same way as the Door Rules are
maintained.
Group: Each employee can be set up to belong to an Access Group in the Employees |
Clock tab. This Group is then allowed access to the Doors defined by the Clock and
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Release, the time band and the Day flags.
Bar Clockings: You can use an Access Control Rule to define a time period for a Group of
employees when they are not able to clock IN and OUT on a particular terminal. The Group
here is the Access Group as defined on the employee's Clock Tab.

Templates

System menu - Clock Utilities - Templates
The Focus software is capable of interfacing to the Recognition Systems Hand Geometry
Reader as well as its own, native, HRX range of proximity clocking terminals. You can
specify a connection to a Hand Reader via the Connections screen and you can connect by
RS-232, Modem or TCP/IP.
The Hand Reader takes a 3D image of an employee's hand at the time of clocking and
compares this image with a stored 'template'. The original template is created by the Hand
Reader taking an initial set of 3 images and averaging the result as part of the employee
enrolment process. Each employee is assigned an ID number which references their
template. When an employee wants to clock IN or OUT they enter their ID number, the
type of clocking and then present their hand to be scanned and compared with their
stored template.
The templates screen allows the Focus system user to manage the storage of the hand
templates. Using this screen the user can:
1. Create a database backup of the templates stored in a Hand Reader.
2. Transfer the templates in the database to a Hand Reader, allowing multiple readers to
be set up with the same templates.
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The left hand column lists all employees in the database that have an ID number set up on
their employee form.

Note that the ID Number is only shown if the system is using the Hand Punch as a data
collection terminal. This number has the same function as the Badge Number on a badge
reader system. The number shown in the Template List is the ID Number of the employee
on the Hand Punch. Only employees highlighted in blue have a copy of their hand template
stored in their records in the Focus Database.

Use the

Clicking on

dialogue to remove an individual from the connected reader.

will remove all templates currently stored on the reader.

Clicking on
checks the Hand Reader to see which of the employees in the left
hand list have a template existing in the attached Hand Reader and any found are listed in
the right hand list.
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Clicking on
adds to the database any templates found on the Hand Reader and
updates the colour indicator in the left hand list.

Clicking on
Hand Reader.

sends a copy of the templates highlighted in blue to the attached

The System Administrator should use these features to make a back up of the hand
templates in a reader to protect against failure of the Hand Reader hardware. Also, in a
system using multiple Hand Readers a user can enrol on one reader and have his/her hand
template distributed to the other readers in the system.

Fire Alarm Printout

System menu - Fire Alarm
The HRX3000 and HRX5000 terminals are capable of generating their own Fire Alarm
report based on the data they hold on employees' clockings which is printed directly to a
Serial RS-232 printer attached to the HRX3000 or HRX5000 terminal. No other terminal
used by the Focus Software supports this feature.
Note: This option will not appear in the System Menu if you do not have an HRX3000 or
HRX5000 terminal set up as an active Connection.
Note: As an alternative, you may set the system up to generate a Fire Alarm Roll Call
Printout direct from the software. This report may be initiated manually or by connecting a
suitable interface between your Fire Panel and PC or Server.
Your HRX terminal keeps track of Employees as they clock IN and OUT and maintains a
record of those employees who are clocked IN. You can connect your fire alarm panel to
the clocking terminal so that if and when the fire alarm is activated, the clock will
automatically generate a list of all those employees who are clocked IN on the system.
The clock requires a connection from the alarm panel which is:
A 'voltage free' set of contacts connected via the Fire Alarm Input cable. You should
request your Fire Alarm Panel Installer to make this connection for you. As a manual
alternative, or as a 'Test Switch', you can connect a Push to Make switch instead of, or in
parallel with, the Alarm Panel connection. A suitable wall mountable switch is available for
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this purpose.
The Fire Alarm Printout lists Employees present, Fire Muster Group Number with a Page
Break at the end of each group to allow for separating the printout into lists for separate
Fire Alarm Muster locations.
The printer is connected to the clock using a Fire Alarm Printer cable. This is a Serial RS-232
printer cable which needs to be plugged into a Serial RS-232 port on your printer. This is
normally terminated at the printer end in a DB-25 socket. You may need to refer to your
printer manual for the details of the pinouts.
If your printer does not have a serial RS-232 port you must use a 'Serial RS-232 to Parallel
Converter' plugged between the serial cable and the printer Parallel (sometimes referred
to as Centronics) port. Contact your system supplier for more details.
Printout Format Design
System | Fire Alarm

The HRX terminal generates the Fire Alarm Report with the following Basic Format:

The report is broken into separate Fire Groups and lists employees clocked IN to the
system. Column 1 contains the text normally shown on Line 2 of the display when the
employee clocks (up to 16 characters). Column 2 shows the Line 1 text (up to 10
characters). Column 3 is the badge number and column 4 displays the time and date when
the employee clocked IN.
Any employees who are technically clocked IN after the end of the Maximum Shift Length
parameter will not be included as they are deemed to have forgotten to clock OUT.
The User can modify the Basic Layout of the Fire Alarm Printout from the System | Fire
Alarm screen:
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When the User modifies the Printout Options, the new layout must be sent to the clock for
the settings to take effect.
The User can experiment with different layouts and check their effect using the 'Send Fire
Alarm to PC' option button.

Send Fire Alarm Printout to PC

System - Fire Alarm
This option only functions on the PC connected directly to the clock.
When you click on the 'Generate Fire Alarm printout and send to PC' button, the PC
requests the clock to generate a Fire Alarm Printout and direct it to the PC. The PC replaces
the printer 'Page Break' (or 'go to the top of the next page') function with the text ** PAGE
BREAK **.

Show Fire Alarm Printer Status

System - Fire Alarm
This option only functions on the PC connected directly to the clock.
Clicking on the 'Show Fire Alarm Printer Status' button causes the PC to ask the clock to
check the state of its Fire Alarm Printer 'Ready' signal.
This is the mechanism by which the printer signals to the clock that it is ready to receive
information to be printed.
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If the clock indicates that the printer is NOT READY this indicates that any of the following
conditions is TRUE :
The printer is not switched on;
The printer is not connected to the clock (cable unplugged at printer end or clock end);
The Ready Signal in the cable is not connected to the correct pin in the DB-25 connector
normally pin 4 or pin 20;
The Printer is 'Out of Paper';
The printer is switched to 'Off Line' (there is usually a button on the printer front panel to
take it On and Off Line).

Send Test Printout to Printer

System - Fire Alarm
This option only functions on the PC connected directly to the clock.
Click on the 'Send short test printout to fire alarm printer' button to cause the clock to
send a brief test printout to the Fire Alarm Printer. This will help you check that the printer
is switched on and ready to receive data and that the printer is set up to the correct
communications format for the clock.
See also Fire Alarm Printout Troubleshooting
Send Fire Alarm Printout to Printer

System - Fire Alarm
This option only functions on the PC connected directly to the clock.
Clicking on the 'Generate Fire Alarm printout and send to Printer' button causes the clock
to generate it's Fire Alarm Printout and send the report to the Fire Alarm Printer. This has
the same effect as activating the Fire Alarm Printout through the Fire Alarm Panel of
through any manual push switch connected to simulate the panel.
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Fire Alarm Printout Troubleshooting

System - Fire Alarm
The clock cannot send the report to the printer if the printer is not ready to receive data.
Examining the Printer Status will confirm whether the printer is ready or not.
The clock sends the report as a stream of serial RS-232 data. This differs from the more
usual (parallel) method and has the advantage that a relatively long cable (up to 100
metres as opposed to 2 metres) can be used and the cable needs only 3 conductors rather
than the 30 or so used by a parallel cable. The downside is that the speed and format of
the serial data, which is set at the clock end, has to be matched at the printer end.
There will be small (DIP) switches or some other means on the printer for setting the BAUD
Rate and Word Format. These determine the speed and structure of the information sent
across the cable. There will be a section in your printer manual telling you how to set these
up.
You must set the printer (or Serial to Parallel Converter) to the following settings:
Baud Rate: 9,600 Baud (or Bits per second or BPS);
Word Format: 8 Data Bits
1 Stop Bit
No Parity

If the printer prints some text when the Fire Report is generated, but the text is random
garbage, the Baud Rate or Word Format will be set incorrectly.
If the printer prints large blocks of text correctly but seems to have lost chunks of data
(compare the actual printed output with the report sent to the PC), the most likely cause is
the Ready signal from the printer not connected. When this happens the sending device
either does not send at all (more usually), or sends even if the printer is not ready in which
case data gets lost. Use the Printer Status utility to check the state of the printer's Ready
signal with the printer switched 'off' and 'on' or 'off line' and 'on line'.
NB: Your printer must be capable of printing 'Raw Text' as opposed to requiring a Windows
Driver. This may not be true of newer, lower cost, PC Printers.
Laser Printers and 'Time to First Page'.
When using a Laser Printer the 'time to first page' parameter for the printer will be
particularly important for a Fire Evacuation printer. Because the printer heater needs to
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reach temperature before it can print (it thermally fixes the toner to the paper), this
parameter can be substantially effected by ambient temperature. A figure of 6 seconds
quoted at room temperature can increase to 45 seconds or more as the temperature
drops. This can be offset by setting the printer to not go into standby mode. Consult your
printer setup manual for more information.

Set Up System

System Menu - Set Up System
You should use the System Set Up screen to configure the system the way you want it
before entering any substantial volume of employee data or collecting large numbers of
clockings.

General

System menu - Setup - General tab
The General tab is split into three sub-tabs; General, Timesheet and Employees. Use the
navigation at the top of the menu to switch between them. The screenshots below are
taken from the Enterprise version of Focus, so keep an eye on the colour coded tabs (
) to see if a feature is supported by your version of Focus. And of course,
upgrading is quick and hassle free - simply speak to your Installer.
Sub-Tab: General
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Report Footer Text: Appended at the bottom of each report page printed.

System Start Date: Set this date to the earliest date from which you want the system to
automatically generate absence notification on failure of employees to clock.
The timesheet displays "Absent (System)" if it determines an employee should have
worked but did not clock on a particular day. An employee cannot be Absent if the date in
question is before the Employee Start Date (set up on the Employee Form). Similarly, the
employee cannot be absent if the date is before the System Start Date.

Clear Form Settings: Each time the User closes a screen, Focus remembers the form
settings. For example, if a report is being generated, Focus will remember the Date Range,
Group selection and any other settings that are appropriate to the report. In the event that
opening a Form with these settings causes a problem, the 'Clear Form Settings' button
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creates a method to re-initialise the Forms. No significant data will be lost by using this
feature.

Open Reports in Separate Window: When the user wishes to preview a report
Focus
can either display the report in a fixed 'pane' overlaying the normal work area, or can
display it as a separate, floating window. Reports in Separate Windows will allow you to
open multiple Reports and view them side by side.
Inactivity Timeout: In order to prevent unauthorised access to the Focus database, if the
User does not use Focus (by clicking or typing) for this period of time, Focus will close all
open Forms and revert the User to the Log In screen. On supplying the correct User Name
and Password Focus will restore the previously closed Forms. Set the Inactivity Timeout to
zero to disable the timeout.

Ask to Backup on Exit: Tick this option if you want Focus to prompt the user 'Do you want
to make a Backup of your Database?' every time on exiting the program.
Fire Alarm - Prompt for Location: When the User initiates a Fire Roll Call Printout, asks the
User which Location he/she is currently at. This will determine which Printer(s) to use and
which employees to include in the printout. See: System Printers

Currency: Certain reports can be made to produce actual cash values for employee
payments (if the User has access rights to cash information) in which case the currency
symbol is shown on the report. Here you can select whether you want currency to be
shown as Pounds, Euros or Dollars.

Allow 'No Reason' on Edits: If this box is unticked, Users will not be able to edit
Timesheets, Calendars or Availability screens without providing a reason for the edit.

Allow 'No Cost Centre' on Edits: If this box is unticked, Users must provide a Cost Centre
when editing the Timesheet, Calendar or Availability forms.

Show 'No Reason' on Calendar: Tick this box to display on the Calendar absences booked
without supplying an edit reason.

Flex Balance Watch: It is possible to display, on the clocking terminal, an employee's
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flexitime balance. Depending on the type of terminal this can be shown when the
employee clocks IN and OUT and on demand from a keypad. When Focus detects the
Balance request, it calculates the employee's timesheet and sends the balance to the
terminal to be displayed. To set up the feature:
1) Tick the 'Flex Balance Watch' box and enter the IP address of the PC or Server which will
run the timesheet calculation:

2) Set up the Employee with a Flexitime Rule on the Employee | Rules Tab:

3) Open the Watch screen or start the Watch Service
4) Ensure that the terminal is set up with the IP address of the computer which will run the
timesheet calculation.

Synchronise Clocks On Download: Instructs Focus to update the terminal Date and Time
with the Date and Time from the Server each time it downloads the terminal.

Synchronise Templates on Download: If you are using a biometric terminal, select this
option to sync the employee profile templates each time it downloads the terminal.
Work Schedule Columns: Sets the number of columns (and therefore Daily Rule selection)
in the Work Schedule.

Work Schedule Locations: If you are operating Focus in a multi-location system where you
have local administrators, you can limit the Work Schedules that a User can see by getting
Focus to place a Location selector on the Work Schedule form. Then you are able to specify
which Locations a Work Schedule applies to and therefore which User will be able to see
the Work Schedule.

Simple Rota View: Normally, when the Rota screen is displayed, all the T&A rules are
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shown on the tree view on the left side of your screen. This includes the Daily Rules,
Weekly Rules and Work Schedules. If you prefer, you can show only the Daily Rules to
simplify the selection process for programming the Rota.

Rota Quantities: Selecting this option creates 3 extra rows on the Rota screen, 'Quantity',
'Items per Hour' and 'Cost per Item'. Having planned the Rota, the User can enter the
Quantity of Items planned to be manufactured or processed for each day. The system will
then calculate, based on the planned hours for the day the number of Items per Hour and
their Cost.

Rota Budget: Allows the User to set a Budget on the Rota.

Return to Work Interviews: The system allows you to enter the date of a Return to Work
Interview against each period of absence. If you tick this option, whenever you book or
edit an absence you will be able to add the date of a Return to Work Interview. These
dates, along with any associated comments, can be reported using the Absence Period
report.

Allow COM in Scripts: Allows Focus scripts to call external components. This is an
advanced Scripting feature which should only be enabled by your Focus installer.

Advanced Logging: Runs a custom script when you add or edit employees. This allows
Focus to interface to 3rd Party HR and Payroll Software. This is an advanced Scripting
feature which should only be enabled by your Focus installer.

Sub-Tab: Timesheet
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Hours Format: When the system calculates hours worked it can display them as hours and
minutes (hh:mm) format or hours and decimal parts thereof (hh.dd). Use the drop down
box to choose one of the options.
Clocking Times are always displayed in hh:mm format.
Note that the system stores the underlying data and carries out the calculations in hours
and minutes and only converts to decimal for display purposes. It is therefore possible that
a long column of decimal times may not exactly add up to the displayed total for the
column due to a cumulative rounding effect.

Start of Week Day: You can start your week on any Weekday. This is a single parameter for
the whole system.
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Ideally this parameter should be set once only, but you can change this if you need to. This
has major implications for the underlying data. See Weekly Totals for implications of
changing this day on any stored data.

Lieu Rate: Sets the Pay Rate that hours can be accumulated to Time-in-Lieu These hours
are accumulated separately and can be taken as extra holiday. Check the Weekly box to
apply the weekly rule first before declaring any time in lieu. Please note that if the Weekly
box is checked then the weekly rule will not have been applied to the current week until it
ends. This can create inconsistencies if viewing Lieu totals in the middle of the week.

Max Shift: This is the number Focus uses to determine whether a shift is particularly long,
or whether the employee simply didn't clock out, and is in fact clocking in again. Consider
the following clocking pattern.
IN 0900
IN 0900

OUT OUT 1700

If the Max Shift is not set, then there is a danger of this being recorded as a 24 hour shift
between day one and two. If you set the Max Shift to, say, 15 hours, then any clockings
after that time will be considered new clocking ins.

Max Break: This is the number of hours Focus will allow for a break in working hours
before it starts a new shift. Consider the following clocking pattern:
IN 09:00 OUT 12:30
IN 15:00 OUT 19:00
If Max Break is set to 4 or more, the system will interpret the clockings as a single shift with
a 2:30 break in the middle of the day. If Max Break is set to 3 or less, the clockings will
produce a split shift and apply 2 sets of Daily Rules. This system setting can be overruled
on an employee basis on the Employees | Rules tab

Break Rounding: Sets Focus to Round Break Bands. See: Timesheet Break Band Rounding.
Week Numbers: Click the 'Week Numbers' button to open a grid to define the 'Week 1'
start date for different years.
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Then throughout Focus the Advanced Date selector will show the week numbers
corresponding to dates selected.

Reassign Clocking Types on Edit: If, for example, an employee normally clocks 4 times a
day, but forgets to clock IN first thing in the morning, the Timesheet will show 3 clockings
for the day and INs should be OUTs and vice versa. With this option set, you could simple
change the 1st clocking to an OUT and add a new clocking for the missing 1st IN clocking.
The remaining clockings will automatically swap their types (IN/OUT) accordingly.

Override IN/OUT Clockings to Swipe: Most Clocking Terminals can be set up to allow the
employee to denote whether they are clocking IN or OUT when they clock. Sometimes this
is not desirable in which case you can use this option to override any selection by the
employee. In this case Focus will treat the clockings as 'Swipes' and will decide whether
they should be INs or OUTs depending on shift rules and employee rules.

Advanced Weekly Rules: This box should only be ticked if you have commissioned special
Weekly Rules which have required the writing of 'Scripted' Weekly Rules. These will have
been implemented by your system integrator.

Advanced Daily Rules: This box should only be ticked if you have commissioned special
'Scripted' Daily Rules. These will have been implemented by your system integrator.
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Allow Consecutive IN Clockings: Normally Focus accrues time to an employee for time
worked between an IN and a corresponding OUT clocking. This normally flags up a missing
pattern by failing to reach target hours for a day. However, if you wish to operate Cost
Centres, you may want the employee to clock IN at the first Cost Centre then clock IN at
the next Cost Centre without clocking OUT at the first. This generates 2 consecutive IN
clockings. By ticking this option, Focus generates a notional OUT clocking (not shown on
timesheet) before each new Cost Centre clocking.

One Absence Per Rate: Controls the way multiple edits display on the timesheet.

Adjust Timesheet for Daylight Saving: When the clocks change for Daylight Saving (BST/
GMT) allow the timesheet to adjust employees' hours if they are clocked in when the hour
changes. See: Adjust Timesheet.

Allow Lock With Timesheet Exceptions: With this check box selected you will be able to
lock a timesheet even if there are exceptions that have not been resolved. The default is
that exceptions must be resolved before a timesheet can be locked, and in most use cases
this is best practice.

Edits Update Fire Report on HRX: If an employee forgets to clock, their clocking can be
entered by a supervisor. If the clocking is for the current day, their status on the Fire
Report can be changed by sending the timesheet edit back to the clocking terminal (applies
to HRX series of terminals only). If this box is ticked, entering an employee's clocking on a
timesheet for today will cause Focus to prompt the user 'Do you want the new status to
appear on the Fire Report?'

Service Refreshes Totals: In a Multi-User configuration, Focus can be set up to run as a
service on your server. In this case, the service is responsible for downloading the clock(s)
specified by the Watch tick box on the relevant Connection definitions. If the 'Service
Refreshes Totals' box is ticked, the service will also recalculate any timesheets affected by
the clockings it downloads. If you do not want your server to perform these calculations,
they can be carried out by one of the client PCs.

Business Clocking: Tick this box to enable Business IN and Business OUT exceptions.
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Flex Balance Propagation: As an example, suppose an employee works a Flexitime Rule
with a 4 week Flexitime Period. If the current week is week 3 of 4, the timesheet for week
3 will show the current Flexitime Balance.
If the User now edits the timesheet for Week 1, the balance for Week 1 will be
recalculated. If the User then views Week 3 timesheet, the balance will be unchanged and
incorrect.
In this example, 'Flex Balance Propagation' would have caused Week 2 and Week 3
timesheets to be recalculated after Week 1 was edited, ensuring that balances for the
remaining weeks in the period are updated.
Normal Propagation: If selected this will prevent a timesheet from being edited if a more
recent timesheet has been locked. Use this if you have set your weekly rules to take into
account preceding weeks when making their calculations.
Add Edits before Overtime 2: Controls the order in which the Overtime-2 Rule (Overtime
'After') and any edits takes place. See: Timesheet Overtime2
Enable Geolocation: This is part of the Focus Self-Serve Add-On. If selected, it will collect
the users geolocation when they clock in or out.

Timesheet Approval: Select this check box and another menu will appear:

Here you can choose the amount of users that must approve a timesheet for it to be ready
for payroll processing.
Bulk Approve: You can choose which Approval Levels to allow to be Bulk Approved in the
Payroll Report. This option only appears if you have selected Timesheet Approval (above).
Sub-Tab: Employees
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Subject Description: You can customise the term Focus uses to refer to the personnel
clocking on the system in the menus and reports. For example, although most
organisations will be using 'employee', the term 'temp', 'pupil', 'teacher' etc. might be
more appropriate.
Insurance Description: On the Employee screen Contact tab there is a field for the
employee National Insurance number. The text description of this field can be customised
to suit whatever national terminology you require, for example Social Security number.
Sick Year Start Date: Certain Reports present an analysis of 'Sick Days this Year'. You can
set the Start date of the 'Sick Year' to a global date for all employees. In this way, you can
align it to the Company accounting year, or Tax year etc.
Block Edits Before Date: Prevents all Users from editing data before a certain time. This is
a handy way to secure historical data, and retains all access to reports etc.
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Badge Length: The HRX3000 and HRX5000 terminals can be used with two different types
of proximity badge technology. The 125KHz technology manufactured by the HID
Corporation use 8 numeric characters in their badge number whereas the 13.56 MHz
Mifare badges use 10 numeric characters to represent the Unique ID number of the badge.
The badge Length must be set according to the technology in use with your system. This
will invariably be set up by your Installer.
Hex: RFID Cards and Keyfobs are coded in Hexadecimal or Decimal codes. The correct type
must be selected to ensure any number printed on the card corresponds to the number
interpreted by Focus.
Initial First name in Employee List: To reduce the amount of screen width taken by the
Employee List (such as on the Timesheet Screen) you can use this option to display the
First Name as an Initial only, rather than the full name.
Unique Payroll Numbers: Tick this box if you wish Focus to enforce unique payroll
numbers.
Auto PIN: Each Time you add a new employee, they are allocated an auto-incrementing
PIN number.
Photos: With this option selected the employee's record will now have the option of
adding a photo of them:

Clicking the Click to Add Photo text will open a typical file dialogue box allowing you to
select an image from your computer. Images can be .jpegs, .pngs or .gifs. For best results
choose portrait oriented images closely cropped to the employee's head and shoulders.
The images are then saved to the database - you do not need to keep copies on your
computer for the image to persist.
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Biostar Integration: 'Biostar' is the software supplied by Suprema with their Biostation
fingerprint readers which are supported by Focus. If a Company wishes to use both Focus
and Biostar, Focus can synchronise its employee list with Biostar. Each time the Focus
Employee Tree view is refreshed, Focus examines the Biostar database for new employees,
and if any are found Focus adds them to its own database.
Manage Public Holiday Allowance: This allows Focus to keep track of Public Holidays taken
by employees, in much the same way as normal holiday entitlements. The Employees
Form, Holidays tab, shows a grid of Public Holidays taken and accrued.
GHP from NHP: Normally the User enters an employee's Gross Hourly Pay on the
Employee's Rules tab:

Ticking this box allows the user to define a Company-Wide relationship between Gross Pay
and Net Pay.
When this option is enabled, the User can enter pay as either Gross or Net and Focus will
calculate the corresponding Net or Gross value.

Groups

System menu - Setup - Groups tab
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Employee Groups are used to select employees for viewing and reporting purposes.
Groups can be any type of classification to suit your operation. They could be, for instance,
names of Departments, types of Skill, Pay Type, Work Pattern or any other type of
classification. The only limitation is that each employee may belong to no more than 5
groups.

You may Add, Edit and Delete Groups as you wish with the exception that you may not Edit
or Delete the Payroll Group which is the fixed group used by the Payroll Export function.
Group Colour: This is used on the Employee Treeview and on certain Reports.

Self Service: This checkbox determines whether an Employee who is using the Self Service
module is offered this group for viewing on the Availability Screen. This screen is used to
show an Employee how many colleagues have booked time off in his work group. For
instance, if you had defined a group named 'Salaried Payroll', it probably would be of no
interest for an employee in that group and wanting to book time off to know who else in
that group was absent on a particular day.
Rates

System menu - Setup - Rates tab
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Focus Lite and Focus Pro can handle 6 Rates of Pay. Focus Enterprise can be configured for
up to 40.

Rate Descriptions: The rate columns are labelled by default as Rate 1, Rate 2, Rate 3 etc.
These headings appear on the timesheet and on reports where the hours are shown by
Rate. You can change the headings here for any free text up to 6 characters long. You can
use some of the Rate columns, for example, for Sick and Holiday, so that the system
automatically sums the total hours for these absence reasons or types.
Summation Column: Where reports show hours worked, you have an extra column
available which can be used to sum any of the Rate columns. You could use this, for
instance, to produce a 'total overtime' column which would be the sum of columns 2 to 6
(above). You can also define the heading for the Summation Column in the same way that
you can with the six Rate Columns.
Weekly Total: The Timesheet shows a Weekly Total Number of Hours worked which is
usually the sum of hours worked at all rates. However, as it is possible to set some of the
columns up as bonus hours or currency, you can specify here which of the rate columns
contribute to the weekly Total Hours calculation.
Colours: Here you can define the colours which will represent the Rates on various
graphical reports.
Warning: Once you have set the purpose of your rates and designed Daily Rules to allocate
hours to those rates, it is very difficult to change the purpose of existing rate columns.
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Colours

System menu - Setup - Colours tab

System Colours: Here you can select the colours on the Calendar which will be used to
represent these various exceptions.
Show on Timesheet check box: Tick this box if you wish the same colours to be used on
the Timesheet as the exception text colour. This requires some thought when choosing
colours to make the text stand out against the background. If you leave this box
unchecked, Focus will use red predominantly for all types of exception on the timesheet.
Background Report Colour: The list reports have every alternate line set against a
programmable background colour to help make long reports more legible. This background
colour is light grey by default but you may change it to suit your printer. If you do not want
this 'striping' effect, set the Background Colour to white.
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User Defined Fields

System Menu - Setup - User Defined Fields tab
Focus is capable of assigning an unlimited number of User Defined Fields to each Employee
Record. The field types are specified here in System Setup. Field data is entered on the
Employee Form in the 'User Tabs' and reports generated within the Employee Report.

Each field can be of type Text, Number, Date, Path, List or the formatting control 'Column
Break'.

Text:
Number:
Date:
Path:

List:

Set the number of characters and number of lines of text you wish the
Employee Form to accept.
Numeric input
Provides a Date Selector on the Employee Form.
Focus stores the path to the file or folder and supplies a Browse and View
button on the employee form. Use this field type for accessing an employee
photograph and scanned images such as CV and contract of employment.
Focus lets you define a list of items to choose from on the Employee Form.

Column Break: Create the special Field type 'Column Break' and position it in the list of
fields to define the layout of fields on the Employee Form. Each User Tab on
the Employee Form is laid out in 2 columns and at the end of the 2nd
column a new Tab is created on the Form.
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User Tabs on the Employee Form can be re-named by Users with
Administrator rights by right-clicking on the tab name on the Form

Field Name: A unique name that the database will use to reference the field. Note that
space characters are not allowed.
Field Title:

This is the text that will appear next to the field on the Employee Form and
in the drop down list on the Employee Report design form.

Field Position:

Use the Up and Down Arrow to position each User Defined Field
within the list of Fields. This sets the position of the Field will occupy within
the Employee Form.

Printers

System menu - Setup - Printers tab
Focus can generate a network printout of all Employees present in the case of a Fire Alarm
activation. There are 3 ways of initiating this Fire Roll Call Printout:

1. User clicks on
button;
2. User clicks Focus Fire icon on desktop;
3. HRX Terminal connected to Fire Panel or Test Button activates automatically without
user intervention.
Note that this feature is software driven, unlike the Automatic Fire Alarm Printout
supported by the HRX3000 and HRX5000 proximity clocking terminals and the Hand Punch
Interface. These terminals can create a printed report by connecting them directly to a
printer, in which case no manual activation is necessary. See Fire Alarm Printout.
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This screen determines for each printer when it will be used to print a Fire Roll Call and
which employees will be printed. You can also set up how you would like the fire Report to
be formatted.

Grouping 1, Grouping 2: Allows you to group the Report by Fire Group, Terminal or
Location. In the case of Fire Group, the Employee (if present) will be listed under his/her
Fire Group as it appears on the Employee Form Groups tab. In this case, in the event of
fire, the employee will be expected to return to their 'home' muster station. If you select
grouping by Terminal or Location, the Employee will be listed under the last Terminal or
Location where he/she clocked. In this case the Employee will be expected to report to the
nearest muster station to the place he/she last clocked.
Order By: Allows you to select the sorting of the Fire Report by the Employees' Payroll
Number, First Name or Last Name.
Page Breaks: Forces a Page Break between the report sections to allow you to direct
separated sheets of paper to different muster stations.
Test: The Test button can be used to force a Fire Roll Call printout.
Note: The printers need to be accessible under the names that appear in the list from the
PC where you initiate the test.
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Activation Location: Locations are defined in the System Setup | Locations tab. The Fire
Report may be triggered from several different locations, maybe in different buildings
separated geographically. The trigger can be:
1. Initiated by a terminal wired to a fire panel or push button. The Location is
specified by the Location setting in the Connections form for the terminal.
2. Initiated by a Focus User clicking on the Fire icon within Focus or on the desktop.
The Location is specified by the 'My Location' setting within the System Setup |
Locations tab. This specifies the default Location of a User so that when he
triggers the Fire Printout, Focus knows where he physically is.
As a further enhancement to 2 above, if a User is not tied to a single location, Focus can be
set to prompt for a Location when the User clicks the Fire icon. See: Fire Alarm - Prompt
for Location.

Employee Location: Focus includes in the Fire Roll Call printout employees who are
clocked IN at these Locations. This will be determined from the Location set in the
Connection of the Terminal where the employee clocked.
Connections: Focus can include employees down to a Terminal level if required, where
there is more than one terminal at a location.
Fire Groups: The Printout can include a subset of all Fire Groups.
Focus Enterprise is capable of emailing the Fire Roll Call printout by defining the properties
in an Enterprise Script. Consult your supplier for details.
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Cost Centres

System menu - Setup - Cost Centres tab
Focus allows you to set up Cost Centres and report hours planned and worked based
against Cost Centres. Cost Centres can be associated with the hours an employee works
based on:
A Code the employee enters on the Terminal when he clocks;
The Terminal at which the employee clocks;
The Daily Rule planned for the employee;
Edits to the Timesheet.
Use this tab to set up your list of Cost Centres.

Use the standard New, Delete, Save and Cancel buttons to build your list of Cost Centres.
Each Cost Centre has a colour associated with it, which appears on the selection list for the
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Daily Rules.
If you have set up Cost Centres, you can link a Daily Rule to a Cost Centre and the Daily
Rules are listed by Cost Centre in the tree view.

If you need to allocate the same Daily Rule to several Cost Centres, use the
Daily Rule
'clone' or 'duplicate' button to reproduce it and change the Cost Centre identity.
Payroll

System menu - Setup - Payroll tab
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The Payroll tab on the System Setup screen allows you to define which Payroll Export
options are accessible from within the Payroll Report screen.

It also allows you or your distributor to design custom formats, or Scripts, for exporting
hours worked to a third party Payroll packages.
Holiday

System menu - Setup - Holiday tab
The Holiday tab allows you to set up the parameters for a range of employees for a new
(or existing) holiday year for Personal Holidays and Bank Holidays.
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Each Holiday Year has a Start Date and End Date. The period covered need not be an exact
year. Each Employee starts the year with an Allowance and an amount Brought Forward
from the previous year. Adjustments can be made throughout the year for such as Holiday
in Lieu, by editing the Adjustments Column on the individual Employee Holiday tab.
Allowance, Brought Forward and Adjustments are summed to give a Total Allowance for
the year. The Holiday Taken and Booked are subtracted from the Total Allowance to give
an actual (or projected) End Balance at any time. To the End Balance is applied the Max
Carry Forward to calculate the Carried Forward amount, which becomes the Brought
Forward for the next period.
Using this screen you can set up the Start and End Dates of the holiday period, the
Allowance, Adjustment and Max Carry Forward. You can apply the settings to individual
Groups or all Employees. The data entry mechanism allows you to set one parameter at a
time, without affecting the others. So, for instance, you can set the Max Carry Forward for
a Group of employees without affecting their Adjustments, which may have been edited
individually on the Employee Form.
Note that new holiday year records are created automatically when an Employee's
Calendar is viewed for the first time. This allows you to book holidays for an Employee into
the future, before the Holiday Year has been defined for the company in general.
See also Holiday Report.
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Absence Types

System menu - Setup - Absence Types tab
Absence Reasons are allocated on a Timesheet or Calendar when you edit the hours
worked for an employee. Absence Reasons are grouped into Absence Types for reporting
purposes. So 'Bad Back' and 'Stomach Upset' could both be Absence Reasons of the
Absence Type 'Sick Paid' (or 'Sick Unpaid')
Focus provides you with a set of common Absence Types which cannot be edited, and
allows you to define your own extra Absence Types. You are then able to specify which
Absence Type each Absence Reason belongs to for reporting purposes.

Check the Personal Holiday box to tell Focus that this absence type should be counted
against the employee's personal holiday allowance.
See also: Absence Definitions
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Locations

System menu - Setup - Locations tab
This tab is used to set locations up for your organisation. Each terminal has a location
assigned to it, and this can be used for a variety of things including Fire Reporting and
Report generation.

My Location: This is used to set the location of the computer you are working at for the
case of Fire Reporting. If you generate a Fire Report it will display all employees who have
clocked in to terminals that are at your location, or any other locations setup for the same
report.
Locations are non-hierarchical, meaning that if you have multiple premises then each
location must be separate.
You may have, for example:
Nottingham - Warehouse
Nottingham - Office
Reading - Warehouse
Reading - Office
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IP/Host: This setting is only needed in the case of using the Add-On Focus Self-Serve, and
even then it is optional. You may wish to create a 'white list' of IP Addresses for clockings,
and you do so here.
A use case of this function might be that you wish your employees to clock in online, but
only from computers based at specific locations. You would then add those computers' IP
Addresses to the IP/Host box. The system would then reject a clocking made from any
other IP Address.

Fire Groups

System menu - Setup - Fire Groups tab

In this menu you can define the name and identifying number of as many Fire Groups as
you wish. Once you have defined at least one group, the option to assign Employees to Fire
Groups appears in the Employee Record:
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Once employees are sorted into Fire Muster Groups you can use this to customize the Fire
Reporting in the Printers Menu:
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In Pro and Enterprise you can further customize your Fire Reports by selecting certain
groups to print.
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In the example above the Fire Report will contain those employees in groups 2, 3 and 4.
Because the Print by Fire Groups feature always prints a range of groups, bear this in mind
when defining your groups.

Workflows

System menu - Setup - Workflows tab
Workflows is a separate cost Module available for Focus Pro and Enterprise.
Workflows are essentially queries into the Focus database looking for a set of
circumstances that occur, normally within a specified date range. Focus provides you with
a set of standard Workflows that users customise to meet their requirements. The output
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of the Workflow is a list of records meeting the criteria of the query. Users are able to view
Workflows on screen and use them to navigate to the events requiring their attention.
They can also be used to create a printable, exportable Report on Demand as well as
Scheduled emails and printouts.
Users are grouped into Workflow Profiles, such as 'Director', 'Supervisor', 'Manager'. A
profile is allocated a set of Workflows.
Set up the Profile Names in the System | System Setup | Workflow tab:

For more information see Workflows and Workflow Scripts

Set Up Users

System menu - Set up Users
If you have System Administrator rights you can set up System Users using the screen
shown below:
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The General Tab gives you the ability to set the Access Rights of a particular Supervisor to
the various features within Focus.
Name: When you create a New User, you specify a short name and full name.
Password: The system sets up an initial password for a New User which will be the same as
the User Name. The User should subsequently change this to a memorable password of
his/her own choosing via the User - Password menu. The administrator can subsequently
reset the password if it is forgotten to the same as the User Name, but cannot otherwise
change it.
Administrator: Ticking the
check box gives the user Administrator rights which
allows access to all areas of the system.
Permissions: If you are an Administrator then you cannot change which permissions you
have - you must have all of them. Only by unchecking Administrator on a User's Setup
Screen can you then choose what to give or deny access to throughout the system.
What the View Options Mean
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Employee: With this deselected the user will have no access to the Employee screen.
Names of the employees will still appear in the tree view, but the user will have no access
to the Employee Details.
Timesheet: With this option deselected the user will not be able to view any timesheets at
all.
Timesheet Edit: Determine if the user is able to view any edits made to timesheets.
System Setup: Determines whether the user can view the System Setup menu.
Clock Setup: Determines whether the user can access the Clock Utilities screen and the
Connections screen via the System menu.
Archive: Determines whether the user can access the Archive screen via the System menu.
Audit Trail: Determines whether the user can access the Audit Log from the System menu.
Pay: The will hide pay information in cases where it is used. This includes the Gross Hourly
pay if defined in an employees' Rules tab. Also includes other areas where pay may be
used including the rota and the timesheet. If a user has this option unchecked then they
will also lose the option to 'show pay' when viewing timesheets or rotas.
Schedules: Determines whether the user can access the Work Schedules screen from the
Schedules menu.
Rules: Determines if the user can access the Daily Rules, Weekly Rules and Flexitime Rules
from the Schedules menu.
Absence Reason: This removes the Absence Reasons from the T&A Rules tree and the
setup of them from the Absences menu. Please note that users will still be able to see
individual absence reasons on timesheets or the calendar. This option removes the ability
to see how those rules are set up.
Calendar: Determines whether the user can see the Calendar.
Rota: Determines whether the user can see the Rota.
Rate Factors: Determines whether the user can see the Rate Factors as they are defined in
the Employee screen, and any other areas where they are referenced such as the
timesheet.
Watch: Determines if the user has access to the Watch Screen.
File: Determines whether the user has access to the file management system.
All: Short cut to select or deselect all from this column.
What the Edit Options Mean
Employee: Can edit information in any employee record.
Timesheet: Can edit timesheets but not individual clockings. Can lock and unlock
timesheets, set approval levels.
Edit Clocking: Can enter new clockings and/or edit existing clockings.
System Setup: Can make changes to the System Setup menu.
Clock Setup: Can make changes to the Connections menu and the Clock Utilities menu.
Archive: Can change the status of the Archive and delete existing archives.
Memo: Can create and edit information in the Memos Tab in the Employee Detail section.
Pay: Can set or edit the Pay information as setup in the Rules Tab in the Employee Detail
section.
Schedules: Can create or edit Work Schedules.
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Rules: Can create or edit Daily Rules, Weekly Rules and Flexitime Rules.
Absence Reason: Can create or edit Absence Reasons in the Absences menu.
Calendar: Can create, edit or delete entries on the calendar.
Rota: Can make changes to the Rota, including adding new shifts and deleting existing
ones. Can view comments made by other but cannot create or delete comments. Cannot
drag and drop to change the order or employees on the rota.
Rota Comment: Can create, edit and delete comments on the Rota (if comments enabled
via Rota Options menu)
Rota Order: Can drag and drop employees' names to change order of how they appear on
the Rota.
Interview Date: If you have selected Back to Work Interviews in System Setup this option
allows users to add a date to an Absence Booking for a Back to Work Interview.
Past Holidays: Can edit the details of holidays even if they occurred in the past.
File / Console: Can import or delete files into the File tree. Can also run scripts in the
Console area (please speak to your distributor for more information about the Console
area).
All: Short cut to select or deselect all from this column.
What the Actions Options Mean
Update Employee on Terminal: Can Update Clocks from an individual's Clock Tab in there
Employee Detail area.
Clock Download: Can perform a Clock Download. If this is unselected, the Download tab in
the Clock Utilities area will be unavailable.
Clock Templates: Can access Clock Templates from the Clock Utilities area. If this is
unselected the Clock Templates tab will be unavailable.
Fire Alarm Setup: Can access the Fire Alarm Setup area from the System Setup menu, will
full editing privileges.
Fire Report: Can trigger a Fire Report.
Modem: Can see and edit details of Modem connections (deprecated)
Backup: Has access to the Backup area, can make and restore backups.
Lock Timesheet: Can lock timesheets.
Unlock Timesheet: Can unlock locked timesheets.
Delete Original Clocking: Can delete a clocking even if it came straight from a clock.
Without this ability users would only be able to delete clockings that had been created
manually by users.
View Private Memo: This gives the user the ability to see all memos marked as private (the
public check box is unchecked) in the Memos tab of the Employee Detail area. Without this
ticked a user will only see Memos marked as public, and private memos that the user has
created themselves.
Open Door: Allows the user to send an Open Door signal to any doors with suitable Access
Control rules setup.
Manage Employee Defaults: This gives a user access to the Manage Defaults options in the
Employee Detail area, allowing them to view, edit, create and delete default templates for
employee entries, as well as save existing Employees as default templates.
Email Report: Allows the user to trigger email reports for those reports that support
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emailing (eg Payroll).
What the Employee Tabs Options Mean
This area allows you to choose which, if any, tabs are available to the user in the Employee
Detail area. You will see all the standard tabs here, along with any that have been created
by you as User Defined Fields.

The Object Tab:

The Object Tab allows you to fine tune what a Supervisor can do. For instance, a
Supervisor may be set up to only have access to Groups of Employees under his/her
supervision. Ability to produce reports may be limited to any subset of the reports on the
system. Only certain types of absence booking may be permitted.

The Timesheet Tab:
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You can also add Timesheet permissions on a user by user basis.

The Workflow Tab:
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The Workflow Tab will appear if you have the Workflow Add-On. It allows you to assign the
User to various Workflow Profiles, and choose whether they have permission to edit these
Workflows. This ensures each User has access only to the information you choose.

Connections

System menu - Connections
The Connections screen defines how your PC or Server will connect to your clocking
terminal(s). A PC may connect to more than one terminal, but only one at a time. The PC
may connect via TCP/IP Ethernet, GPRS, COM port and serial cable or USB via suitable
converter. Your PC does not need to connect to the terminals to view the PC database,
only to maintain employees on the clock, download the clock, and manage Biometric
templates.
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To define a connection, give the connection a name, pick the type of connection from the
drop down list and set up the Connection Properties which are dependant on the
Connection type.
When you connect to the clock using the System - Clock Utilities menu you will be able to
pick which clock you want to connect to.
Terminal ID/Serial No. : This must be a unique number within terminals in the Connection
List. No 2 terminals should have the same number. Some types of terminal use their
manufacturer's Serial Number in which case the number is supplied by the terminal. Other
terminals have the number entered on a keypad, in which case the user is responsible for
making sure the Address in Focus matches the Address in the terminal.

Default Connection: The Focus Software has one Default Connection which will be
selected when the Clock Utilities Screen is loaded. If you do not select a Default
Connection, no connection will be selected when the screen opens and attempts to access
the clock will result in communications errors.

Proxy: Proxy is a way of syncing with a terminal over the Internet, if you have your
database of Focus stored on a cloud server for example. Speak to your Installer about this
feature if you wish to implement it.

Create Employee if Badge Not Found: This will create an employee record if, when
downloading clockings, the system encounters a badge number that has not been assigned
to an employee.
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Download on Fire Alarm: This dictates whether this clocks clockings will be downloaded in
the event of a Fire Alarm.

Cost Centre: If you have defined Cost Centres on the System Setup | Cost centre tab, you
can allocate a terminal to a Cost Centre.

Update Employees: Depending on the configuration of your installation and the type of
terminals used, you may need to add employees to more than one terminal for the
purposes of recording clockings. Ticking this box causes the connection to be offered in the
list of terminals to be updated on the Employee | Clock tab.

TCP/IP properties:

IP/Host is the IP Address programmed into the clocking terminal. This is factory set and will
have been notified by your system administrator. The address can be read from the clock
using an RS-232 connection.
Example Port Addresses
HRX Terminals set to 8888
ZK Terminals set to 4370
Biostation set to 1470
BioEntyr W set to 1471
Hand Punch (netport) 8888
Hanvon Face Scanner set to 9922
Hand Punch network (E versions) set to 3001
Hand Punch network (E versions) only use the following chart to find your Host Bits value:
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Serial Properties:

COM Port is the number of the port on the computer connected by dedicated cable to the
clock.
Computer is the Computer name. This must be correct for a connection to be made to the
clocking terminal.

Modem Properties: (Legacy)

Phone Number is the telephone number of the line connected to the clock. You will need
to add the prefix '9,' if you normally dial 9 for an outside line.
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COM Port is the number of the port on the computer connected to the modem.
Idle Timeout is the duration in seconds after which the phone line will be disconnected.
Computer is the Computer name.
Download Schedule

Lite Users can choose between having Downloads Off or setting up to ten times each day
where the clocks are downloaded . Pro and Enterprise Users have the added option to
select Continuous downloads, and then set a time interval in seconds.

Options

Selecting the T&A check box will mean that the clockings on this clock will be applied to
the employee's timesheets as 'Ins' or 'Outs' - the typical use. An example where you may
not wish for this to be the case might be a terminal that was used for Access Control at an
interior door.
The same applies for the Fire Report - do you wish the employee's clocking on this clock to
affect whether they appear on the Fire Report.
Mapping is a process where different employee clockings can be mapped onto different
numbers to help with some reports. This is an advanced feature and should be discussed
with your Installer before implementing.
Hardware: The Focus Software is able to communicate not only with its own, native,
HRX3000 and HRX5000 terminals but also the Recognition Systems range of Hand Punches
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for reading 3D hand geometry. Select which type from the drop down Hardware box.
When you select the Hand Punch most of the options on the Clock Utilities screen will
become unavailable as they are not supported by the Hand Reader. The Templates tab will
appear which allows you to manage the biometric hand patterns within the reader. Also,
the Clock tab on the Employee form disappears as this is not supported by the Hand
Reader.

Import

System menu - Import
The Employee Database may be imported from a .csv file.

Use the Open File button to browse to the file containing the data you wish to import.
When you select a file Focus displays it in the 'CSV to Import' Window. It lists the names of
the fields in the data file and allows you to specify which field within Focus to map to. Any
names that match in both files will be pre-mapped for you. Complete the mapping by
picking the field within Focus that you want to map to from the drop down list box.
When you have finished setting the field mapping, click on 'Import' to read the data file
into Focus.
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You can use the Import feature to Add bulk data to an existing database. For instance,
suppose when your system is installed you import only basic information on your
employees, such as Payroll Number, Name and Job Description. Later on you can add, for
instance, address details by importing a CSV with this information as well as the preexisting Payroll Number. When Focus Imports and finds a new record with the same
Payroll Number as an existing record it prompts you to merge the new record with the
existing one or to replace the existing record completely.

Backup/Restore
System menu - Backup/Restore

Shortcut Button

The Backup button will prompt you for the name of a File where you would like to save the
current database.
Likewise the Restore button will prompt you for the name of a File from which to restore
the database. The Restore function will replace the current database and as such, should
be used with extreme caution. The Restore will always prompt you to make sure you have
a backup of the current database.
Access rights to Backup and Restore may be individually enabled via the User Password
system.

This Enterprise only feature allows you to create new Workflows with custom SQL
scripts.
Add new scripts to the Enterprise File Tree in the usual way, inside the System folder:
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Here is an example of a Script file. The files are formed in two sections. The first,
commented section, is where Focus reads the title of the Script and other details. The
second section is the code to execute:
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Once added to the File Manager, the Scripts will appear as New Workflow Types in the
Workflow Detail Dialogue:
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Workflow Scripts
They can then be selected and set up as normal:

In the above example, all edits from a specified date range are displayed.
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Further Reading (Password protected site - speak to your Installer)
Other sample scripts can be downloaded from:
http://focusupdates.com/kb/script/?id=Workflow

Focus provides a comprehensive set of tools for monitoring and controlling the use of
overtime in the work environment.
Firstly, Focus gives you an unlimited number of Daily Rules allowing you to set up
conditions when overtime will be accrued. This can be pre-shift and post shift overtime
(after a minimum has been met) or after an amount of hours have been worked at basic
rate. Weekly Rules can also be set to modify hours accrued to overtime if, for instance,
insufficient Basic Rate hours have been worked for the week. Combining these rules allows
you to separate hours worked at Basic and up to 5 rates of Overtime.
For different groups of personnel, you can allow Focus to pay the hours automatically, or
not pay the hours and inform the Supervisor. You would do this by reserving one of the 6
Pay Rates as 'Unauthorised Overtime' and have the Daily Rule accrue Unauthorised
Overtime at this Rate. In the example below, Overtime-1 has been set to accrue hours
worked before or after the shift into Rate 4:
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The Exceptions within the Daily Rule have been set to notify if any hours are worked at
Rate 4. Note that this screen can also be used to flag when the employee works less than
the expected number of hours at any rate (in this case 8 hours at Basic).
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A typical time sheet might look like the one below. Here, Unauthorised Overtime has been
worked 3 days and calculated into the Rate 4 column by the settings on the Daily Rule.

When the Supervisor clicks on Exceptions, any Unauthorised Overtime will be indicated in
the list on the left of the screen:
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The Supervisor has two choices how to deal with the Unauthorised Overtime occurrences.
He/she can either drill down the list to each employee's individual timesheet, or can carry
out a 'Bulk Authorise'. The latter would be typically used where a group of employees had
been asked to work extra time for a number of days.
Single Authorisation:
Clicking on the occurrence in the list of Exceptions brings up the Employee's timesheet
containing the Exception, and clicking on the 2 hours in Rate 4 pops up the Authorisation
screen:

Now, the Supervisor can Authorise part or all of the Overtime by electing to move hours
from the Rate 4 column to any other column and if desired can add a Reason and/or a
Comment.
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The Timesheet below shows the results of Authorising both hours worked on the Tuesday
and only one hour worked on Wednesday. Thursday remains to be dealt with and will still
be registering in the Exception List for this Supervisor. Authorising none of the Overtime
results in the Exception being removed (dealt with) but no Overtime paid.

All transactions are recorded in the Audit Log;

Bulk Authorisation:
Right clicking in the Exceptions List and then clicking 'Authorise' directs the Supervisor to
the Bulk Authorisation screen:
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This shows the employees in the Supervisor's Group who have worked Unauthorised
Overtime, along with the Shift Start and End times and their actual Clocking Times. This
assists the Supervisor to decide which hours to Authorise. The Supervisor can Authorise All
employees, or select individuals.
In the example, 3 Employees are highlighted and clicking on the Authorise button pops up
the Authorise screen. Again, part or all of the hours worked can be authorised.

In summary, Focus provides you with the tools to:
Define which working patterns constitute Overtime;
Decide what Overtime can be paid without intervention;
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Flag up to the Supervisor those events which need his/her attention;
Provide the information the Supervisor needs to make decisions;
Allow the rapid implementation of those decisions;
Document the outcome for the Employee;
Record the process for revue or Audit.
See Also: Unauthorised Overtime
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Focus includes a feature to adjust the calculated hours of employees who are working at
the time when the clocks are adjusted for GMT or BST.
This feature is enabled by ticking the 'Adjust Timesheets for Daylight Saving' box on the
System | System Setup | General tab.
When the clocks change to GMT:
In October on the last Sunday morning at 02:00 the clocks go back to 01:00, so an
employee should be paid an extra hour if he worked over the time change. The extra hour
is calculated automatically by the timesheet. If an extra hour is awarded, this is shown in
the date on the timesheet with an "(+1)" indicator e.g. "SUN 31 OCT (+1)"
The indicator feeds through to the Timesheet report and the Payroll Detail Report.

IN

OUT Indicato Result
r

22:00 01:0
0

03:00

no change

22:00 03:0 (+1)
0

06:00

clocked out at 04:00 and time
put back to 03:00

22:00 01:3
0

03:30

Focus can't resolve whether the
OUT was before or after the
time change. Assumes before,
no change made, errs on the
side of the employer

22:00 06:0 (+1)
0

09:00

02:00 06:0
0

04:00

No changes made as both times
after the changeover

01:30 06:0
0

03:30

Focus can't resolve the 01:30 so
errs in favour of the employer

When the time changes to BST:
In March on the last Sunday morning at 01:00 the clocks go forward to 02:00, so an
employee should lose an hour if he worked over the time change. The calculation is made
automatically by the timesheet. If the hour is deducted, this is shown in the date on the
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Adjust Timesheets for Daylight
Saving
timesheet with an "(-1)" indicator.
IN

13

OUT Indicato Result
r

22:00 01:0
0

03:00

no change

22:00 03:0 (-1)
0

04:00

clocked out at 02:00 and time
moved forward to 03:00

22:00 01:3
0

03:30

Technically there should be no
times between 01:00 and 02:00.
Assumes changeover didn't
happen

22:00 06:0 (-1)
0

07:00

02:00 06:0
0

04:00

No changes made as both times
after the changeover

01:30 06:0
0

03:30

Assumes both times changed or
not changed

While Focus Lite users have access to all the basic Absence Period reports, Focus Pro and
Enterprise provides a means of analysing absence patterns between Groups of workers by
Absence Type, Length and Frequency.
Refer here for detailed information covering the different types of report and selection
criteria.
Focus allows you to set up and test the reports you require and save the as named
templates so they may be re-used by yourself or other Supervisors.
The following pages give 4 examples of Absence Period Reports:

1.

Average Sick Days per Employee

2.

Average short term sick days

3.

Employees Long Term Sick
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4.
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Employees Exceeding Benchmark
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Average Sick Days per Employee

Average sick days per employee
For each Group in the Report, calculates the average number of days sick per employee.
Report Type: Group
Absence
Sick Paid (Type)
Definition:
Period Length: >0 and <999
Filter:
Groups:
Date:

Empty
Use Multiple Groups to select required Departments
This Month
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Average short term sick days

Average short term sick days
Analyses, by Group, average days lost per employee to short term sickness

Report Type: Group
Absence
Sick Paid (Type)
Definition:
Period Length: >0 and <29
Filter:
Groups:
Date:

Empty
Use Multiple Groups to select required Departments
This Month
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Employees Long Term Sick

Employees Long Term Sick
Lists individual employees with a long term Sick absence

Report Type: Employee
Absence
Sick Paid (Type)
Definition:
Period Length: >0 and <999
Filter:
Groups:
Date:

Absences>28
Use Multiple Groups to select required Departments
Last Month
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Employees Exceeding Benchmark

Employees Exceeding Benchmark
Lists employees with more than 10 days Sick or more than 3 periods of absence due to
sickness

Report Type: Employee
Absence
Sick Paid (Type)
Definition:
Period Length: <999
Filter:
Groups:
Date:

Absences>10 OR Periods>3
Use Multiple Groups to select required Departments
Rolling Year

Simple Mode: Select this check box if you want Focus to include every broken absence as
an individual absence. As standard without this mode selected, Focus would consider an
employee off work on Friday and the following Monday as just one absence period - as
long as they were not scheduled to work on the weekend.
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Users can develop their own reports to suit any special business requiements. User reports
can be printed or exported as PDF, Excel, CSV and all the other formats supported by the
standard reports.
The process can be broken down into 4 sections, each section producing it's own file. The
files are stored in the database (as opposed to the filing system) and are subject to the
Backup procedure and have controls to limit User Access.

1

Database Query (SQL)

The .sql file contains an SQL statement which is the basic lookup for the dataset required.
Filters (such as Date Range) are added to the SQL later at Run Time.
2

Report Layout

Focus Enterprise has a built in Report Designer (Active Reports). This allows you to define
the layout and format of the data in your report.
3

User Form

The Form displays controls such as Date Selector, Group Selector, to allow the end user to
set up and preview the data delivered by the SQL, much like the standard reports within
Focus.
4

Integrate into Focus menu

Finally, the Configuration Script defines how the User Reports are presented in the Focus
Reports Menu to the End User.
To demonstrate how the 4 elements work together, we will look in detail at a specific
example which we have called the Inactive Employees Report. This lists all Employees who
have not clocked recently. This may be useful in identifying staff to remove from the
clocking system. The report output looks like this:
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Database Query (SQL)

To create a new report, right click on My Reports, New, Folder and name the folder with a
suitable name for the report.

Then, right click the new folder and Add an SQL. Double click the SQL file to edit it and
enter the SQL for the report.
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For this example, use the SQL below. Edit the file by double clicking on it and copy and
paste the text. Click Save.

--THIS SQL WILL show a list of
--people who have not clocked recently
SELECT
EmpPayrollNumber as [Payroll],
EmpFirstName as [First Name],
EmpLastName as [Last Name],
max(pcttimedate) as [Last Clocked]
FROM Employees left outer join Pctanda
on PctEmpID=EmpID
WHERE not exists
(select pctid from pctanda where pctempid=empid
--<Filter1>
)
--<Filter2>
GROUP BY EmpID,EmpPayrollNumber,EmpFirstName,EmpLastName

Table names can be found by exploring the database with a suitable database manager.
Field names can be found likewise and also appear in the ToolTip for the majority of
controls when you log in to Focus with Superuser access rights.
--< >

gives us the means to insert a SQL phrase generated by a control on the User Form.

--<Filter1>

is used by the Date Selector.

--<Filter2>

is used by the Group Selector.

You can now Right Click the .sql file and Run it to return the results of the SQL (as well as
error check it). In this instance, the only records returned at this stage will be those
employees who have never clocked (because the filters are not applied at this stage).
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Report Layout

To design the Repot Layout, Right Click your Report Folder and create a New Report which
creates a .rpt file. Double click the new .rpt file to open it in design mode:

First, go to the File Menu and select the Data Source:
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and select the SQL from the drop down list. At this stage, the Field List will be populated
with the Fields as defined by your SQL.

Drag each field into the Detail Section of the Report. Click the Label Button
and draw
labels above the Field Names in the Page Header section. These will be the column
headings. Select each label in turn and change the Caption Property to the desired Column
heading text.
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Click on File Save, then File Preview.

User Form (Data Preview)

Right Click on the report folder and create a New Script (script.vbs) file.

Double click to edit the file and copy this text into it:

'Example Report by Sandy 2017 - Focus Enterprise
#include "/System/ReportBase.vbs"
Form.SqlPath = "absence.sql"
Form.caption = "Absences"
'Add Date Selector
set Dates = Form.Add("DateRangeSelector","Dates")
Dates.DataField = "EhrDate"
Dates.move 4000,ToolBar.Height-30

'Add Group Selector
set Groups = Form.Create("MultiSelector","Groups1")
Groups.SourceSql = "select * from dbo.Groups(@usr)"
Groups.move 200,ToolBar.Height-30
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'Add Absences Selector
set Absences = Form.Create("MultiSelector","Absences")
MultiSelector_Absences Absences
Absences.move 200,ToolBar.Height-30 + Group.Height
'Bring Groups1 To Top
Groups.ZOrder 0
Form.show
function ProduceReport()
set r = Create("Report")
r.Load "report.rpt"
r.sql = Form.ReportSQL
s = Dates.Text & vbNewLine & Groups.Text & vbNewLine & Absences.Text
r.sections("PageHeader").Controls("Heading1").Text = s
set ProduceReport = r
end function

Breakdown of the Code
The following is a line by line examination of what we've just done.
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Explanation

#include "/System/
ReportBase.vbs"

The #include statement is a handy way of
reusing code from another file. The line will
be replaced by the code from the file.
ReportBase.vbs will handle creating a form
called Form, a toolbar called ToolBar, and a
grid called Grid

Form.SqlPath =

Tell the form to use absence.sql to populate
the grid and send to the report. Parameter
blocks like --<Filter1> will be replaced by
SQL generated by the form controls. The
Controls start with Filter1 as their
Parameter

"absence.sql"

Form.caption = "Absences"

Set the form Caption which appears in the
bar at the top of the form

'Add Date Selector
Create a date range selector filter, which
set Dates = Form.Add
will filter on the column ‘EhrDate’. Move the
("DateRangeSelector","Dates") control to a position just below the toolbar
Dates.DataField = "EhrDate"
Dates.move 4000,ToolBar.Height-and to the right
30
'Add Group Selector
Create a multi selector, and fill with the
set Groups = Form.Create
groups. The control will generate the SQL
("MultiSelector","Groups1")
to filter employees based on their group
Groups.SourceSql = "select *
assignment
from dbo.Groups(@usr)"
Groups.move 200,ToolBar.Height30
'Add Absences Selector
Create a multi selector which filters by
set Absences = Form.Create
Absence Definition
("MultiSelector","Absences")
MultiSelector_Absences Absences
Absences.move
200,ToolBar.Height-30 +
Group.Height
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Groups.ZOrder 0

Set Groups control to be on the top

Form.show

Show the Form

function ProduceReport()

The toolbar’s Run button will call
ProduceReport.Show
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Integrate into FOCUS menu

The file System/Login.vbs is executed when a User logs in. This is where we can add menu
items for scripts.

'System/Login.vbs
'Runs just before applying user access to the menu when a user logs in.
'Find Reports Menu (4)
set Reports = Menu.FindControl(, 4, , True)
'Add a drop down menu
set drop = Reports.CommandBar.controls.Add(2,500,"My Reports")

'Add Our Reports
set item = drop.CommandBar.controls.add(1,501,"Absence")
item.Parameter = "My Reports/Absence/Absence.vbs"

set item = drop.CommandBar.controls.add(1,509,"Weekly Hours")
item.Parameter = "My Reports/Weekly Hours/WeeklyHours.vbs"

Creating a New Report Menu Item
In order to created a new report to appear in your menu, start by identifying the largest ID
number currently in use - in the example above, this is 509. Add one to it, and use that as
the unique ID. Items added to the reports menu will appear on the user access form,
providing user access system. The ID has to be unique for this to work.

set item = drop.CommandBar.controls.add(1,510,"New Report")
item.Parameter = "My Reports/New Report/Form.vbs"

The new report will now show in the Reports drop down menu.
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